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Permanent magnet brushless machines having Halbach array exhibit a number of attractive 
features. Therefore, they have been increasingly applied to different market sectors, including 
aerospace, industrial, domestic, renewable, and healthcare, etc. The need of fast global 
optimization, cost-effective design, and physical understanding of the relationship between 
parameters and performance requires a powerful analytical model. This thesis develops a 
general analytical model which is capable of predicting the electromagnetic performance of 
slotted/slotless permanent magnet brushless machines with both even- and odd-segment 
Halbach array, having different magnet remanence, magnetization angle and arc for each 
single magnet segment. The validity of proposed analytical model is examined by finite-
element analyses. 
The price of Neodymium Iron Baron magnet has been raised rapidly over the last few years, 
which has increased the awareness of cost-effective design and leads the magnet usage 
efficiency, viz. the ratio of average output torque over permanent magnet volume, to be an 
important design concern for industry applications. Meanwhile, the needs of high 
electromagnetic performance including lower torque ripple and sinusoidal air-gap flux 
density are also critically required. In order to meet such demands, the magnet poles having 
unequal-magnet height, modular high cost and low cost magnets, together with Halbach 
magnetization are proposed in this thesis. Based on the developed analytical models, 
extensive investigation has been performed. Furthermore, in order to fast optimize design 
parameters, e.g. optimal magnet arc ratio for 2-segment Halbach array and split ratio for 
external rotor PM machine, two analytical models are developed and validated by finite-
element analysis and measurements. 
With the aid of developed analytical models and finite element analyses, the findings 
provide useful guidelines for design and analysis of permanent magnet brushless machine 
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As Stator slot area 
Astator, Bstator Coefficient of scalar potential distribution on the stator bore 
Bag Air-gap flux density 
Bag1 Fundamental air-gap flux density 
BagrP, BagrR Radial air-gap flux density with parallel and radial magnetization 
BagcP, BagcR Circumferential air-gap flux density with parallel and radial magnetization 
Br Remanence of magnet 
Brn, Bθn Radial and circumferential flux density components 
Brm Remanence of mid-magnet 
Brs Remanence of side-magnet 
BrsL Remanence of left side-magnet 
BrsR Remanence of right side-magnet 
Brmax Maximum flux density in the rotor back-iron 
Bsmax Maximum flux density in the stator tooth 
bt Tooth body width 
Cei(n) n
th
 order harmonic of the scalar potential distribution 
Dri Rotor inner diameter 
Dro Rotor outer diameter 
Dsi Stator inner diameter 
Dso Stator outer diameter 
Dsf Shaft diameter 
gBr, gBθ Coefficients of scalar potential distribution along the slot opening 
hpm Magnet thickness 
hpmL Magnet thickness of left side-magnet 
hpmR Magnet thickness of right side-magnet 
ht Tooth-tip height 
kdn Winding distribution factor 
kdsph, kdcph Winding distribution factors of given phase for the sine and cosine flux 
density harmonic components 
kpn Winding pitch factor 
kw Winding factor 
ke Coefficient of eddy current loss 
kex Coefficient of excess loss 
kh Coefficient of hysteresis loss 
ia, ib, ic Phase armature current 
ik Amplitude of the kth order phase harmonic current 
la Machine stack length 
le End-winding length 
lg Air-gap length 
lm Effective magnet length 
m Phase number 
Mr, Mθ Radial and circumferential components of magnetization vector 
n Harmonic order 
N Number of turns per phase 
Nc Number of turns per coil 
Ns Number of stator slots 
p Rotor pole pair number 
Piron Iron loss 
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Ph Hysteresis loss 
Pe Eddy current loss 
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Rmp Magnet arc ratio 
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Tcog Cogging torque 
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*
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Tem Electromagnetic torque 
Tpp Peak-to-peak torque ripple 
Wa Pole arc of magnet pole 
Wf Pole arc of mid-magnet 
Wp Pole pitch 
Vpm Volume of magnet 
α Circumferential position 
αpp Pole-arc to pole-pitch ratio 
αcp Coil pitch angle 
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  Tooth-tip ratio 
ηpm Magnet usage efficiency 
λ Split ratio 
   Permeability of free space 
   Relative permeability 
Фcoil Flux through one coil 
Фpm Flux through one magnet pole 
Фrbi Flux in the rotor back-iron 
ψcoil Flux-linkage per coil 
ρ Resistivity 
∆h Incremental magnet thickness 
∆lg Incremental air-gap length 
θk Phase angle associated with a current harmonic 
∆θL, ∆θR Magnetization angle of left and right side magnets 











CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Since the Neodymium Iron Baron (NdFeB) magnets were developed in early 1980s [1][2], 
they are becoming increasingly popular across a wide range of products, such as high 
performance permanent magnet (PM) motors and generators for aerospace, automotive, 
renewable energy, and domestic applications etc. The PM can be made into many kinds of 
shape and magnetized [3]-[10] with certain orientation such as radial and parallel 
magnetization, together with a desired magnetization direction. Both the structure and 
magnetization of PM segments which form the rotor poles can significantly influence the air-
gap flux density distribution, which in turn affects the electromagnetic performance of PM 
brushless machines. Therefore, in order to improve the electromagnetic performance, the 
magnet pole having Halbach magnetization or Halbach array was proposed in [11]. 
Meanwhile, the analytical models are capable and preferred to optimize the design 
parameters for machines and devices having Halbach array. 
This thesis presents a comprehensive range of general analytical model for predicting the 
electromagnetic performance including flux-linkage, back-EMF, cogging torque, and 
electromagnetic torque waveforms of surface-mounted PM (SPM) brushless machines having 
either even or odd segmented conventional Halbach array. The developed analytical models 
are further extended to predict the electromagnetic performance of proposed SPM machines 
having Halbach array with mixed grade magnets and unequal height of magnet pole 
techniques. Moreover, the influence of design parameters, such as split ratio, on the average 
torque is also analytically investigated. The developed analytical models are extensively 
validated by finite-element analysis (FEA) and measurements on prototype machines.  
1.1 Permanent Magnet Machines 
This thesis is mainly confined to radial field SPM brushless machine having Halbach array, 
Fig.1.1, although nowadays technique offers a great variety of rotor and stator structures.  
The radial field PM machines are broadly classified into three categories on the basis of the 
placement of PMs, i.e. the SPM machine, Fig.1.2(a), the inset PM machine, Fig.1.2(b) and 
the interior PM (IPM) machine, Fig.1.2(c). Normally, the SPM machine with parallel 
magnetized magnet exhibits quasi-sinusoidal air-gap flux density waveform, which in turn, 
results in low torque ripple and iron loss due to low harmonic contents. Meanwhile, the rotor 
weight of SPM machine could be lighter than that of IPM machine. Thus, the SPM machine 
is desirable for servo-motor application since high efficiency, low torque ripple and inertia 
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characteristics are the most concerns for such application [12]. However, the high-speed 
application requires the rotor having stronger structure to be able to withstand high 
mechanical stress [13]. With respect to this mechanical issue, the rotor sleeves made from 
either carbon fiber [14] or Titanium [15] are often employed for SPM rotors. On the contrary, 
IPM machine can exhibit more robust mechanical structure than SPM machine. Therefore, it 
is more suitable for high-speed applications except some extremely high speed cases. 
Moreover, since the fluxes through the upper rotor iron to the air-gap will be modulated and 
equal-potentially distributed along the outer rotor surface, thus the air-gap flux density 
waveform is more trapezoidal for IPM machine if the flux barrier and shaping techniques 
were not applied. Consequently, the amplitude of harmonic components of air-gap flux 
density for IPM machine are usually higher than SPM machine which causes higher 
fluctuated electromagnetic torque waveform and iron loss. In contrast to SPM and IPM 
machines, the PMs are embedded in the rotor surface for an insert PM machine. Hence, such 
structure can exhibit improved mechanical strength than SPM machine, while its air-gap flux 
density is still quasi-sinusoidally distributed if compared with IPM machine. However, the 
leakage flux between magnet pole and iron pole is significant. As a consequence, the output 
torque is reduced.   
 
 




   
(a) SPM (b) Inset PM (c) Interior PM 
Fig.1.2. Typical PM rotor configurations. 
 
In the stator part, the winding topologies are summarized into non-overlapping and 
overlapping windings, in Fig.1.3, where both single and double layer windings can be applied 
[16]-[30]. The double layer winding could be further grouped into two-circumferential-layer 
winding (Fig.1.3 (b)) which is employed in non-overlapping winding machines, and two-
radial-layer winding (Fig.1.3 (c)) which is employed in overlapping winding machines, 
respectively. The PM machine having non-overlapping double layer winding exhibits shorter 
end-winding length, lower mmf or spatial harmonic contents (The double layer winding 
exhibits lower harmonic contents than the single layer winding due to doubled coil number 
per phase and reduced harmonic winding factor), lower torque ripple, lower iron and magnet 
losses than PM machine equips single layer winding. However, PM machine having non-
overlapping single layer winding exhibits higher self-inductance, higher flux weakening 
capability, higher fault tolerant and improved electric isolation capabilities. On the other hand, 
normally PM machines having non-overlapping winding can obtain higher G (least common 
multiple number between stator slot number Ns and rotor pole number 2p), which leads to a 
higher cogging torque period and lower cogging torque amplitude than PM machine having 
overlapping winding, except the latest developed cases of 3-phase machine having coil pitch 
equal to 2 [31]. Additional advantages of PM machine having non-overlapping winding over 
overlapping winding includes short ending winding length, lower copper loss, limited short-
circuit current and more suitable for utilizing segmented stator construction to ease the mass 
production, etc. Nevertheless, the richer spatial harmonic contents, especially the existing of 
lower and sub harmonic contents for machine having non-overlapping winding leads the rotor 
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and magnet loss significantly larger than PM machine having overlapping winding, and very 
often magnet segmentation is required in order to reduce the magnet eddy current loss.  
 
(a) Non-overlapping single layer winding 
 
(b) Non-overlapping double layer (two-circumferential-layer) winding 
 
(c) Overlapping double layer (two-radial-layer) winding 
Fig.1.3. Winding configurations. 
It is well-known that two parasitic effects, e.g. parasitic losses and torques, existing in PM 
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brushless machines during their operations. There are different kinds of losses accompanying 
with machines when electrical and mechanical energy conversion occurs. The losses of PM 
machines can be mainly divided into iron loss [32]-[41], winding loss [42]-[46], magnet loss 
[47]-[49] and friction losses [50]. The iron loss Piron contains hysteresis Ph, eddy current Pe 
and excess Pex losses, respectively and written as:  
                    
        
   
       
     
    (1.1) 
where, kh, ke, and kex are the hysteresis, eddy current and excess loss constants, and β is the 
Steinmetz constant (normally β = 1.8-2.2 [34]),    is the peak flux density and ωs is the 
angular frequency. The iron loss is increased significantly as speed increases. Therefore, 
several methods including appropriate slot/pole combination, optimal slot opening width, 
rotor pole shaping techniques and thin lamination, etc are used to effectively reduce the iron 
loss. Although the iron loss in rotor lamination is usually small since the PM field is 
stationary in the rotor axis, it is still observable and causing temperature rising in magnet 
which increases the risk of magnet to suffer irreversible demagnetization due to stator slotting 
and armature reaction field harmonics. Since the majority of magnets are conductive, the 
eddy current loss in the magnet exists. In general, the magnet loss can be classified into skin 
and resistance limited eddy current losses. The magnet loss can directly raise the temperature 
of magnet, thus it is necessarily be minimized to avoid characteristic deterioration of magnet. 
In order to reduce the magnet loss, the circumferential and radial magnet segmentations (to 
reduce resistance limited loss), plus the conductive retaining sleeve (to reduce skin limited 
loss) can be applied.  
The parasitic torques will not produce output torque, but introduce vibration and noise. The 
parasitic torque contains electromagnetic torque ripples which produced by harmonic 
components of air-gap flux density, spatial and temporal harmonics (due to non-sinusoidal 
armature current), together with cogging torque. In order to minimize the electromagnetic 
torque ripples, optimal design should be applied for both machine and drive system [51]-[52]. 
Meanwhile, cogging torque is caused by interaction of PM and air-gap permeance harmonics 
due to slotting effect [53]. Along with the growing understanding of cogging torque has 
allowed a lot of methods to reduce it [54]-[56], including optimal slot/pole combination, 
stator/rotor skew, pole shaping, tooth notching, etc. Besides parasitic torque, the parasitic 
force, e.g. the unbalanced magnetic force may also exist during energy conversion if 




1.2 Halbach Magnetization 
Nowadays, PM brushless machines are increasingly applied to the expanding industrial and 
commercial markets, which often critically require high electromagnetic performance. The 
PM brushless machines can be further separated into brushless DC (BLDC) and brushless AC 
(BLAC) operation modes in accordance with trapezoidal/rectangular and 
sinusoidal/sinusoidal back-EMF/current waveforms, respectively. In this thesis, BLAC 
operation mode is applied to chapter 2-5 according to the property of Halbach array as will be 
discussed later. Meanwhile, the BLDC operation mode is applied to chapter 6 to ease the 
derivation of analytical model, although BLAC is also applicable. In order to satisfy the 
requirement, PM brushless machines should exhibit low harmonic content in the air-gap flux 
density. Thus, magnets are attempted to magnetize with continuously varying direction for 
the purpose of obtaining sinusoidal air-gap flux density distribution. In the early 1970s, the 
sinusoidally distributed magnetization pattern shown in Fig.1.4(a) was firstly proposed and 
studied in [70], where only one-sided flux exists. Therefore, the flux is self-shielded in the 
magnet pole, which means the rotor back-iron can be abandoned. The idea of such self-
shielding property, however, did not immediately gain widespread acceptance because of the 
difficulty in realization. Later, in [11], an approximated continuously varying magnetization 
array is achieved by using segmented magnets with varied magnetization angles, in Fig.1.4(b), 
and such novel magnet pole construction is named as Halbach magnetization or Halbach 
array hereafter.  
The PM brushless machines having Halbach magnetization present some attractive features 
[71]-[72]. For instance, an essentially sinusoidal air-gap flux density distribution can be 
obtained, which in turn, results in low iron loss, sinusoidal back-EMF waveform and low 
electromagnetic torque ripple. Further, due to low harmonic contents of the air-gap flux 
density, the cogging torque is almost negligible, without resorting to skewing, shaping and 
adopting a fractional slot/pole combination. Since only one-sided flux exists in the Halbach 
array, the increased effective magnet length lm (effective magnet length is used to represent 
the increased flux path due to self-shielding characteristic) leads to a higher air-gap flux 
density Bag as interpreted in (1.2), where Br is the remanence of magnet, lg is the air-gap 
length and μ0 is the permeability of free space. Moreover, due to self-shielding property, the 
usage of rotor back-iron is not essential although the back-iron is still beneficial for a very 
thin Halbach array. 
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(a) Ideal Halbach magnetization 
 
(b) Segmented Halbach array with equal pole-pitch 
Fig.1.4. Two typical configurations of Halbach array. 
Ultimately, with the advent of Halbach magnetization, it is extensively applied to  
 axial field motor [73],  
 linear machine [74]-[76],  
 rotary machine [77]-[81],  
 slotless machine [82]-[84],  
 tubular machine [85]-[100],  
 spherical motor [101][102],  
 planer machine [103]-[110],  
 flywheel energy storage system [111]-[117],  
 magnetic bearing/coupling [118]-[128],  
 magnetic gear [129]-[130],  
 magnetic cylinder [131]-[141],  
 magnetic refrigerator [142]-[144],  
 elliptically polarizing undulator [145]-[147],  
 Maglev and eddy current break systems [148]-[159], etc.  
Some of the most commonly used machine types with Halbach array are discussed as follows. 
1.2.1 PMLM  
The PM linear machines (PMLM) are widely used for servo and high precision position 
control systems. Hence, the requirements of high thrust force density (defined as thrust force 
over rotor mass), low electromagnetic and cogging force ripples are critical. Since Halbach 
array exhibit self-shielding property, the rotor or mover back-iron thickness of PMLM having 
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Halbach array in Case A (Fig.1.5) is reduced compared to PMLM having conventional pole. 
Meanwhile, the increased number of magnet segment in Halbach array leads to a further 
improved self-shielding property. Hence, the mover back-iron can be entirely abandoned, as 
shown in Case B. On the other hand, the Case C exhibits slotless structure which can reduce 
inductance and cogging force, while Case C also further improves flux circulation path 
between up and lower mover than conventional poles. Therefore, it is suitable for application 
such as electromagnetic launch system which needs even higher control capability and 
dynamic performance. The inherent low air-gap flux density of slotless machine, however, 
still exists even though it is improved by adopting Halbach array. As a consequence, Case D 
is developed based on Case C. It is capable of achieving higher thrust by employing stator 
back-iron and toroidal winding to enhance the flux-linkage, but it has impact on the machine 
volume. Recently, the demand for low rare-earth magnet usage leads to a new magnet mover 
being developed as illustrated in Case E. However, a high strength sleeve (made by silicon 
carbide SiC) surround the magnet mover is needed to overcome the inherent strong internal 
strength between magnets. The disadvantage of sleeve is to increase the effective air-gap 
length which could deteriorate machine performance by reducing Bag, especially when a thick 
sleeve is used.  
 
 
Case A. PMLM with iron-cored rotor Case B. PMLM with air-cored rotor 
 
 
Case C. PMLM with slotless stator Case D. PMLM with slotless stator 
 
Case E. PMLM with dual slotless stator 




The PM tubular machine (PMTM) is a kind of PMLM. A unique feature of such linear 
machine is the fact that end-winding can be eliminated which leads to significant high 
volumetrically efficiency, whereas the end-winding in flat PMLM is evitable. Meanwhile, the 
mover having Halbach array without back-iron exhibits high thrust force density, which is 
desirable to facilitate resonate operation. Consequently, a great deal of PMTM with Halbach 
array has been devoted to reciprocating applications, including refrigerator compressor and 
wave energy generator. Both slotted and slotless structures can be adopted to PMTM, in 
Fig.1.6, while the cylinder magnet pole can be magnetized in radial or parallel magnetization, 
in Fig.1.7. Usually the cylinder magnet pole is composed by segmented magnet with parallel 
magnetization on the basis of low manufacture cost and high rate of finished product in 
contrast to magnet ring with radial magnetization. However, the cylinder magnet pole with 
parallel magnetized magnet segments produce non-uniformly distributed radial air-gap flux 
density, which may cause unbalanced radial force distribution in stator teeth.  
  
(a) Slotted PMTM (b) Slotless PMTM 
Fig.1.6. Configuration of slotted and slotless PMTM 
  
(a) Radial magnetized magnet ring (b) Parallel magnetized magnet segments 




The SPM rotary machine (SPMRM) having Halbach array is the most attractive and widely 
applied configuration among other PMLM, PMTM, and axial-field PM brushless machines, 
etc. The Halbach array can be realized by either using discrete magnet segments (fabricated 
by sintered magnet segments with pre-magnetized orientation) or magnet ring (fabricated by 
bonded magnet ring and subsequently impulse magnetized with sinusoidal magnetization 
field). The Halbach array with segmented magnet exhibits high fundamental air-gap flux 
density and quasi-sinusoidal waveform, while the bonded magnet ring exhibits low 
fundamental air-gap flux density but presents sinusoidal waveform and is capable of adopting 
air-cored rotor. It is therefore the slotless PM brushless machine having a boned magnet ring 
and sinusoidal Halbach magnetization is eminently suitable for servo motor, on the basis of 
low torque ripples, high dynamic response and efficiency. On the other hand, the slotted PM 
brushless machine (Fig.1.8) is preferred to use segmented Halbach array, since the stator 
teeth can withstand higher saturation level. Moreover, the effective magnet length in (1.2) 
increases as number of magnet segment increasing, which in turn, results in higher air-gap 
flux density and lower harmonic contents. However, the manufacturing cost is raising 
proportional to the number of magnet segments. Hence, to obtain a cost-effective design, the 
usage of rotor back-iron becomes necessary for Halbach array with low segment number to 
enhance the flux path. Furthermore, both bonded magnet ring and high number of Halbach 
segments can achieve low parasitic torque and losses, whereas the parasitic force (UMF) can 
be also minimized if cooperated with slotless stator. 
  
(a) Slotted PM brushless machine (b) Slotless PM brushless machine 
Fig.1.8. Configuration of slotted and slotless PMRM. 
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Up to date, the low parasitic effects and high magnet usage efficiency ηpm (defined as the 
ratio of average torque over magnet volume) becomes increasingly important for automotive, 
renewable, and domestic applications. In general, such requirements are strongly depend on 
harmonic contents in air-gap flux density and the usage of high cost rare-earth PM. Besides 
Halbach array, the magnet segmentation [160]-[164], pole shaping [165]-[173], modular pole 
(mixed grade) [174]-[177] and stepped magnet pole [178][179] are capable of reducing 
harmonic contents. However, they are inevitably suffered from high magnet usage or lower 
output torque. Consequently, magnet poles having unequal magnet height and mixed grade 
magnets, together with Halbach magnetization are proposed in this thesis as investigated in 
Chapter 4 and 5. The proposed magnet poles are desirable to PMLM, PMTM and axial-field 
machine as well. 
1.3 Magnetic Field Models 
As regards to ever-increasing Halbach applications, the requirement of accurate prediction 
and optimization of electromagnetic performance for machines and devices having Halbach 
array becomes increasingly critical. The magnetic field model is widely used to facilitate 
prediction of electromagnetic performance for PM brushless machines. It can be classified 
into two categories: numerical and analytical models. Generally, numerical models are very 
accurate and capable of accounting for saturation effects, while the majority of analytical 
models are simple and fast, but incapable of accounting for saturation effect.  
1.3.1 Numerical Models 
The FEA is the most frequently used numerical method for machine design. To date, the 
FEA has already become very powerful with the developing of computer devices. Since the 
FEA is very accurate and capable of accounting saturation effect, the majority of commercial 
software packages for machine design are developed based on FEA, e.g. Flux, JMAG, Vector 
Field, Infylitica and Ansoft, etc. However, FEA is very time-consuming and complicate for 
modelling 3D structure, although the combined model is introduced in [180] where FEA is 
used to model the iron region and an analytical model is used to model air-gap region.  
1.3.2 Analytical Models 
The analytical models contain 1-D, 2-D slotless, 2-D slotted field models and lumped-
parameter circuit model (LPC model), where the 3-D field model will be not discussed here.  
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A. 1-D Field Model 
The 1-D field model is the most basically and widely used model to interpret physical 
relationship between performance and machine design parameters. It can be derived by 
solving Lorentz force law (electromagnetic torque) and Faraday’s law (back-EMF). With the 
aid of 1-D field model, some of important design parameters and electromagnetic 
performance can be investigated and solved, such as split ratio λ for PM machine having 
external rotor in Chapter 6 in this thesis and cogging torque [181][182], etc. However, 1-D 
field model is too simple to account for the leakage fluxes and curvature effect. Thus, 2-D 
field model needs to be employed for accurate predictions.  
B. 2-D Field Slotless Model 
In a 2-D field slotless model, the assumption of infinite permeability of the iron or 
lamination is made. The flux density distribution is deduced by solving the governing 
equations, i.e. Poisson’s equation in PM domain and Laplace’s equation in air-gap domain, 
together with applied boundary conditions on the interfaces between domains. The 2-D field 
slotless model received most applications, since it is simpler than the slotted model. 
Nevertheless, it is still visibly more complicated than 1-D field model. Furthermore, unlike 
the 1-D field model can obtain optimal design parameter straightforward, normally the 
optimal result can only be scanned out in the 2-D field model. As a consequence, a simplified 
2-D field model is proposed in Chapter 2, where a simple determination equation is derived 
based on the developed 2-D field model to directly obtain the optimal magnet ratio Rmp for 
PM slotless machine having radial magnetized 2-segment Halbach array.  
C. 2-D Field Slotted Model 
The stator slotting effect can distort the air-gap flux density by introducing slot harmonics. 
Hence, it imposes a negative impact on electromagnetic torque ripple, cogging torque, and 
iron loss, etc. In order to account for the slotting effect in the 2-D field model, the conformal 
transformation (CT) model is used with two simplified method, e.g. the relative permeance 
model [183] where the simplification is made by neglecting the shape deformation of 
magnets due to conformal mapping and the complex permeance models [184] where the 
simplification is made by neglecting the path deformation for the air-gap flux density 
calculation due to conformal mapping. It is noted that the exact CT model which considers 




On the other hand, similar to the previous 2-D field slotless motor, the air-gap domain for 
slotted model is separated into two sub-domains, i.e. the air-gap and the stator slot sub-
domain, which is then named as the sub-domain (SD) model or method [185]. The field 
distribution in each sub-domain can be derived by solving the governing equations, together 
with the boundary conditions to the interfaces between sub-domains. The 2-D field model 
with the SD method exhibits higher accuracy than the simplified CT method, since the same 
permeance function is used in simplified CT for any rotor position while the SD model needs 
to evaluate the influence of the slotting effect at each rotor position.  
D. LPC Model 
The principle of the LPC model is based on a magnetic circuit which can be analogous to 
an electrical circuit. The saturation effect is accounted by calculating reluctances in iron part 
in which the relative permeability μr is varied according to the specification of BH curve. The 
LPC model is preferred to model complex a 3D structure, such as claw-pole machines in 
APPENDICES I and II, which could be very complicated in FEA. Therefore, the LPC model 
is treated as an alternative method to FEA. The accuracy of both the FEA and the LPC model, 
however, is quite sensitive to the density of FE mesh and magnetic circuit node, which in turn, 
could further slow the computational processing if precision calculation is required. 
1.3.3 Analytical Models for Halbach Array 
As discussed previously, the numerical methods, such as FEA, are very powerful, the 
global optimization is still very time-consuming, especially for a magnet pole having a 
Halbach array. Meanwhile, the numerical methods are also hard to provide insight into 
physical relationships between the performance and parameters. Ultimately, analytical 
models are preferable and capable of facilitating physical understanding, an initial design and 
fast global optimization, while the numerical methods are suitable for the validation and 
adjustment of the design. 
The simple 2-D field model having perfectly sinusoidal magnetization [70][186] received 
its application to a rectangular pole, then, in [187], such ideally magnetized magnet pole (so 
called ideal Halbach array) is extended to cylindrical, planar and spherical structures as well. 
Furthermore, a 2-D field model for slotless PM brushless machine having ideal Halbach array 
with either air or iron cored rotor back-iron was developed in [188] with the consideration of 
both internal and external rotors. Apart from ideal Halbach array, the requirement of easy 
fabrication leads to an adoption by using segmented magnets to create quasi-sinusoidal 
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magnetization where each magnet segment exhibits the same pole-pitch [11][189]-[191]. 
Recently, the Halbach array which consists of two magnet segments having unequal pole-
pitch is analytically investigated in [192][193], where electromagnetic performance is 
improved. Besides the foregoing mentioned three typical Halbach arrays, the influences of 
slotting effect [194], 3D effect [195], magnet shaping [196] and rotor eccentricity [197] on 
PM brushless machine having Halbach array are also analytically studied. With the aid of 
developed analytical models for Halbach arrays, a broad consensus has been reached which 
realizes the higher the magnet segment, the better the electromagnetic performance, but 
meanwhile results in difficulty in manufacturing. Thus, a compromised design is always 
needed since the design tradeoff between performance and manufacturing is inevitable. As a 
consequence, the full understanding of the influence of design parameters, such as pole-pair 
number, segment number, pole-pitch and magnetization angle, etc., on the electromagnetic 
performance has been crucial to choose a most suitable compromised design, which, in other 
words, means a cost-effective design. However, up to date, the lack of a general analytical 
model which is capable of modeling Halbach arrays having more than two magnet segments, 
together with variable pole-pitch and magnetization angle led the investigation and 
optimization very complicated.  
Therefore, this thesis proposes a general analytical model based on a sub-domain (SD) 
method together with a novel general analytical model of magnetization vectors for Halbach 
arrays. The model is capable of determining the air-gap flux density waveform for 
slotted/slotless PM brushless machines and devices such as magnet cylinder, etc, having both 
even- and odd-segmented Halbach array, together with the variation freedom of magnet 
remanence, magnetization angle and arc for each single magnet segment. Meanwhile, the 
electromagnetic performance, including phase back-EMF, cogging torque and 




1.4 Outline of Thesis 
The focus of this thesis is to propose magnet poles with unequal magnet height and mixed 
grade magnets, together with optimal Halbach magnetization. The packages of general 2-D 
field analytical models are provided for predicting magnetic field and electromagnetic 
performance of proposed magnet poles and Halbach arrays. (The reference number in the 
bracket below shows the journal and conference papers which are resulted from this thesis 
and listed in APPENDIX IV) 
Chapter 1 reviews the previous work, presents the main objective, outline, and main 
contributions of this thesis. 
Chapter 2 develops a 2-D field slotless model for predicting the magnetic field of a PM 
brushless machine 2-segment Halbach array with both radial and parallel magnetized magnet 
segments, plus a simple determination equation to directly predict the optimal Rmp for radial 
magnetized 2-segment Halbach array.  
Chapter 3 develops a general 2-D field model for predicting the magnetic field and 
electromagnetic performance of a slotted/slotless PM brushless machine having either even 
or odd-segment Halbach array, together with the variation freedom of magnet remanence, 
magnetization angle and arc for each single magnet segment.  
Chapter 4 analytically investigates the electromagnetic performance for a PM brushless 
machine having proposed Hat- and T-type magnet poles. [J2] 
Chapter 5 analytically investigates the electromagnetic performance for a PM brushless 
machine having proposed magnet pole with unequal magnet height and mixed grade magnets. 
[J3] 
Chapter 6 develops 1-D analytical model for predicting the optimal split ratio for PM 
brushless machines having external rotor. [J4][C3][C4] 
Chapter 7 makes a conclusion based on the work of this thesis. 
APPENDIX I develops LPC model for optimizing the machine design parameters of claw-
pole rotor brushless machine with DC excitation. [C2] 
APPENDIX II develops LPC model for optimizing the machine design parameters of claw-




1.5 Major Contributions of Thesis 
The major contributions of this thesis are highlighted as follows. 
(1) A simple determination equation can predict optimal magnet ratio Rmp for radial 
magnetized 2-segment Halbach array. 
(2) A general analytical model is developed for PM brushless machine having segmented 
Halbach array. 
(3) The proposed Hat- and T-type magnet poles having equal and unequal side-magnet height, 
mixed grade magnets and optimal Halbach magnetization are analytically investigated. 












CHAPTER 2 DETERMINATION OF THE MAXIMUM 
ELECTROMAGNETIC TORQUE IN PM BRUSHLESS 
MACHINES Having 2-SEGMENT HALBACH ARRAY 
There is a need of a simple and accurate analytical model for fast and easy prediction and 
optimization of the electromagnetic performance, together with a clear physical 
understanding of the relationship between parameters and performance. In this chapter, a 2-D 
field slotless model is developed for predicting the electromagnetic performance for the PM 
brushless machine having a radial or a parallel magnetized 2-segment Halbach array. 
Subsequently, a simple determination equation is derived to predict the optimal magnet ratio 
Rmp for a 2-segment Halbach array. 
2.1 Introduction 
The PM brushless machine having Halbach array presents several attractive features. In 
order to achieve optimal performance, it is essential to establish accurate models for 
predicting the air-gap field and electromagnetic performance. Besides FEA, the 2-D field 
model is preferred on the basis of fast and easy for global optimization. Previously, a 2-
segment Halbach array having unequal pole-arc with parallel magnetized magnet segment is 
analytically investigated in [192][193]. The improved magnetic performances including 
lower electromagnetic torque ripple, high average torque and efficiency are obtained by 
optimizing Rmp in contrast to well-known equal pole-arc case [11].  
Although the aforementioned analytical models are simpler and faster than FEA, unless by 
scanning the design parameters, currently developed analytical models are not capable to 
provide straightforward optimal pole-arc or Rmp for for 2-segment Halbach array which is 
most commonly employed for the optimization of Halbach machines. Therefore, in this 
chapter, a 2-D field analytical model for predicting the magnetic field distribution in air- and 
iron-cored PM brushless machine having either radial or parallel magnetized 2-segment 
Halbach array with both radial and parallel magnetized magnet segment is developed. A 
simple determination equation (SDE) to directly predict the optimal magnet ratio for air- and 
iron-cored radially magnetized 2-segment Halbach array is subsequently derived, which can 
be also used to predict the optimal Rmp for parallel magnetized case. The developed 2-D field 
model is validated by FEA, while a comparison of the 2-D field model directly scanned and 
SDE predicted optimal magnet ratio is made. The investigations of the influence of the pole-
pair number and magnet thickness on optimal magnet ratio are presented for both air- and 
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iron-cored machine having radially magnetized 2-segment Halbach array by using SDE. 
Meanwhile, the optimal fundamental air-gap flux density and corresponding Rmp for radially 
and parallel magnetized 2-segment Halabch arrays are also obtained. Finally, a prototype 12-
slot/10-pole PM brushless machine having 2-segment Halbach array is built, and the 
analytical, FEA predicted and measured results are compared. 
2.2 Development of Analytical Model 
Fig.1.1 shows the schematic view of 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless machines having 2-
segment Halbach array rotor with non-overlapping winding. In an ideal Halbach magnetized 
magnet cylinder, the spatial variation in the magnetization is sinusoidal and given by: 
                             (2.1) 
where the sine term is negative for an internal rotor machine and is positive for an external 
rotor machine.     and     are the radial and tangential vectors in polar coordinates, p is the 
pole-pair number and θ is the rotor angular position. In practice, the most cost effective way 
of approximating/fabricating the Halbach PM rotor is to employ two pre-magnetized discrete 
magnet segments for a single pole where the magnetization comprises only radial and 
tangential directions. 
The use of an analytical model to predict the field distribution within the magnet and air-
gap regions of PM machine is much faster and simpler than the numerical model. 
Furthermore, an analytical solution can provide a useful insight into the key parameters for 
optimization and the trends that influence a particular design. In this section, a 2-D field 
slotless model is developed for a PM brushless machine having 2-segment Halbach array. 
2.2.1 Magnetization Vectors 
A. Radially Magnetized 2-Segment Halbach Array 
The analytical model shown in Fig.2.1 is divided into 3 homogeneous regions, where 
region II contains radially and tangentially magnetized magnet segments, and region I and III 
are airspaces. The winding can be placed either in region I or region III depending on 
whether the motor has an internal or external rotor topology.  
The magnet ratio Rmp is defined as the ratio of the pole-arc of mid- magnet segment Wf with 
radial magnetization to the pole-pitch of single pole Wp, as 






In polar coordinates, the magnetization vector     is given by: 
                 (2.3) 
According to Fig.2.1 and Fig.2.2(a), both Mr and Mθ in one pole-pair region are given by: 
 
   
  
  
    
   
    
  
   




    




    
  
      







    
  
  
    
     





      







    
   
  
  
     





      






where Br is the magnet remanence, and θ is the rotor angular position with reference to the 
centre of a magnet pole, as shown in Fig.2.1. Mr and Mθ can be expressed as Fourier series, 
i.e.  
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Fig.2.1. Model of two segments per pole of Halbach array PM. 
B. Parallel Magnetized 2-Segment Halbach Array 
Similar to radial magnetized 2-segment Halbach array, the Mr and Mθ in one pole-pair 
region for parallel magnetization 2-segment Halbach array (Fig.2.2(b)) are given by: 
 
 
    
  
  
     
    
  
  
     
   
    
  
    





     
  
  




    
  
  





    
  
       








     
  
  




   
  
  




     





       








    
  
  




    
  
  




     





       






By solving the Fourier series, the Mrn and Mθn for parallel magnetized 2-segments Halbach 
array can be obtained 
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  (2.17) 
 
(a) Radial magnetization 
 
(b) Parallel magnetization 




2.2.2 Field Produced by Magnets 
In order to obtain an analytical solution for the air-gap field distributions produced by 2-
segment Halbach array, the following assumptions are made: 
 The PMs have a linear demagnetization characteristic, and are fully magnetized in the 
direction of magnetization; 
 End-effects are neglected; 
 The stator and rotor back-iron is infinitely permeable. 
The scalar magnetic potential distribution in airspace or air-gap is governed by Laplace’e 
equation, while in the permanent magnet region it is governed by a Poissonian equation, i.e. 
In region I 
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In region II 
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In region III 
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where the scalar potential   is related to the components of     by: 
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And regards to (2.8), 
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where 
             (2.23) 
The general solutions for the scalar magnetic potential distributions in the three regions are 
given by: 
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we have, 
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It should be noted than the developed 2-D field model is not capable of analyzing the case 
when p =1.  
For internal rotor PM machines, the particular interest is the radial component of the air-
gap flux density BrI(r, θ) which can be written as: 
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If μr = 1, KB(n) can be simplified as: 
     
    
 
  




    
   
  














   
 




    
 (2.45) 
2.2.3 Flux-Linkage, Back-EMF, and Electromagnetic Torque 
A. Phase Flux-Linkage, Back-EMF, and Electromagnetic Torque 
 
Fig.2.3. Angular displacement between rotor and the coil. 
 
  As can be seen in Fig.2.3, θ is the circumferential position in the rotor reference system. The 
rotor initial position is aligned with the centre of the coil for simplicity, while ωrt represents 
the rotor position in accordance with stator reference at the instant t. The flux in the coil is 
calculated from the integral of air-gap flux density over one coil pitch ranging from θ1=–
αcp/2-ωrt to θ2=αcp/2-ωrt in the rotor reference system: 
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where αcp = 2π/Ns, Ns is the stator slot number. If defining Kpn = sin(npπ/Ns) as the pitch 
factor for the 12-slot/10-pole machine, the flux-linkage with a coil having Nc turns, at any 
rotor position, can be expressed as: 
              
            
  
 
        
              (2.47) 
where ωr = 2πn/60 is the rotor mechanical angular speed. Therefore, the back-EMF can be 
calculated according to the Faraday’s law: 
            
      
  
                       
 
        
              
 
 (2.48) 
For the 12-slot/10-pole SPM brushless machine, one phase winding consists of two sets of 
adjacent coils connected inversely. Therefore, the phase back-EMF is given by: 
                                     (2.49) 
The general analytical expression for phase back-EMF for any slot/pole combination can be 
expressed as: 
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where the distributed factor Kdn = sin(npπ/Ns), Nph = 4Nc is the total number of series turns 
for one phase, and En = 2RslaNphωrKB(n)fBr(Rs)KpnKdn is the amplitude of the n
th
 order phase 
back-EMF harmonics. It should be noted the winding distribution factors for the general 
slot/pole combination can be calculated as: 
For qph is even     
     
   
 
   
  
   
      





For qph is odd     
        
   
  
        




where the coefficients of qph (number of spoke per phase) and αph (angle between two spokes) 
have been elaborated discussed and can be found in [198] 
B. Electromagnetic Torque 
For a balanced 3-phase machine, the electromagnetic torque can generally be calculated as: 
    
 
  
                




   
 
        
 
   
 
              
       
 
      (2.52) 
where Ik is the amplitude of the kth order phase harmonic current, θk is the associated phase 
angle of the current harmonic and m is the number of phases. For conventional 3-phase 
machine operated in BLAC mode, the fundamental sinusoidal current can be expressed as: 
 
             
                  
                  
  (2.53) 
Whilst for the machine operated in BLDC mode, 120
0
 electrical degree square phase current 















     
 
 
      
 
 
           
 
        






     
 
 
      
 
 





        






     
 
 
      
 
 





        
  (2.54) 
2.3 Simple Equation for determining Optimal Magnet Ratio 
In this section, a SDE model is derived based on radial magnetized 2-segment Halbach 
array. 
In order to maximize the electromagnetic torque, the integration of half cycle of flux 
linkage for each coil should be maximized. Thus, 
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From (2.40)-(2.45), (2.56) can be further derived as: 
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then, 
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where 
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 (2.62) 
Finally, since the fundamental amplitude of electromagnetic torque is the most important, 
the optimal magnet ratio Rmp can be directly predicted by using the following simple 
determination equation as: 
    
 
 
      
                            








   
    
    

















   
  
    








For machines having iron-cored rotor, R0 = Rr, thus the foregoing equations (2.64) and 
(2.65) can be further deduced as: 
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Moreover, for machines having air-cored rotor, R0/Rr = 0 is often assumed, then, equations 
(2.64) and (2.65) are simplified as 
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It can be seen from SDE that for maximizing the electromagnetic torque produced by the 
fundamental component of air-gap flux density, the optimal magnet ratio Rmp is only a 
function of the pole-pair number p, and the ratio of magnet inner radius to outer radius, Rr/Rm, 
or in other words, the magnet thickness, together with relative permeability of PM. It should 
be noticed that since SDE is derived based on electromagnetic torque maximization, the 
optimal Rmp may not exhibit smallest torque ripple. For prototype iron-cored machine with 5 
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rotor pole-pairs, μr = 1.05, and Rr/Rm = 22.275/27.5 = 0.81, the optimal magnet ratio Rmp can 
be directly predicted as 0.7 by adopting SDE. 
Clearly, the above equations can be further simplified if μr is assumed to be 1. However, it 
is worth noting that in this case, for air-cored machines, C2(1) = 0, and  
    
 
 
             (2.70) 
Hence, the above optimal Rmp reveals that the maximum electromagnetic torque for air-cored 
rotor case can be obtained when the magnet segments have equal pole-arc. It is also noted 
that the magnet ratio is irrelevant to pole-pair number and magnet thickness for air-cored 
rotor if μr =1. Meanwhile, its optimal Rmp is the same as machine with p = 1 as will be shown 
later.  
However, it is extremely difficult to derive a similar SDE for parallel magnetized 2-segment 
Halbach array, due to more complicated mathematic expressions in magnetization vectors 
than radial magnetized case. However, the developed SDE still can be adopted for parallel 
magnetized 2-segment Halbach array as will be discussed in the next section. 
2.4 Finite-Element Validation and Investigations 
The FEA has been applied to an internal rotor three-phase 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless 
machine having radial and parallel magnetized 2-segment Halbach arrays, and the design 
parameters are given in TABLE 2-I. The developed 2-D field model and linear FEA predicted 
air-gap flux density (where BagrP and BagcP indicate radial and circumferential air-gap flux 
density with parallel magnetization, while BagrR and BagcR indicate radial and circumferential 
Bag with radial magnetization, respectively), phase back-EMF and electromagnetic 
waveforms are compared in Fig.2.4 when the stator slotting is neglected, i.e. equivalent 
slotless machine. Good agreements are achieved. The FEA predicted equal potential 
distribution is shown in Fig.2.5. 
TABLE 2-I Machines Design Parameters (Default Unit: mm) 
Rated speed, rpm 400 Slot opening,    2.0 
Pole number,    10 Air-gap length,    1.0 
Stator slot number,    12 Active length,    50 
Tooth-tip height,    1.5 Stator back-iron thickness,      3.7 
Tooth body width, bt - Stator outer radius,     50 
Stator inner radius, Rs 28.5 Rotor outer radius,    22.275 
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Magnet thickness, hpm 5.225 Magnet remanence, Br 1.2 
Magnet ratio, Rmp 0.7   
 
(a) Radial air-gap flux density 
 




(c) Phase back-EMF, 400 rpm 
 
(d) Electromagnetic torque 
Fig.2.4. Comparison of FEA and analytical predicted air-gap flux density, phase back-EMF 
and electromagnetic torque waveforms for slotless 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless machine 
having 2-segment Halbach array with optimal Rmp= 0.7. 
 




(b) Radial magnetized 2-segment Halbach array 
Fig.2.5. FEA predicted equal potential distribution for slotless 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless 
machine having radial and parallel magnetized 2-segment Halbach arrays with optimal Rmp= 
0.7. 
The analytically scanned optimal magnet ratio Rmp for PM brushless machine having radial 
and parallel magnetized 2-segment Halbach arrays are compared as shown in Fig.2.6, where 
the parallel magnetized 2-segment Halbach array exhibits higher Bag1 than radial magnetized 
case. Meanwhile, the optimal magnet ratio Rmp which is determined by the derived SDE is 
also compared with analytically scanned result, where good agreement is achieved.  
 
Fig.2.6. Analytically predicted variation of fundamental air-gap flux density with magnet 
ratio Rmp for 12-slot/10-pole slotless machine having radial and parallel magnetized 2-
segment Halbach arrays when Rr/Rm = 0.81. 
Furthermore, the variation of optimal Bag1 and corresponding optimal Rmp for both radial 
and parallel magnetized 2-segment Halbach arrays with rotor design parameters listed in 
Table I are compared as shown in Fig.2.7. It reveals that the thicker the magnet (Rr/Rm) the 
better the performance will be achieved for parallel magnetized Halbach array. It is noted that 
the optimal p exists for both radial and parallel magnetized Halbach array for given rotor 
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geometry, Fig.2.7. The results in Fig.2.7 and Fig.2.8 reflect that the 2-segment Halbach with 
parallel magnetized 2-segment Halbach array exhibits higher Bag1, which in turn, leads to a 
higher electromagnetic torque. Nevertheless, optimal Rmp for both parallel and radial 
magnetized 2-segment Halbach arrays are similar in both amplitude and trend of variation. 
Consequently, the SDE can be adopted to predict the optimal Rmp for parallel magnetized 2-
segment Halbach array as well, although small but acceptable error may exist. 
 
(a) Optimal Bag1 
 
(b) Optimal Rmp 
Fig.2.7. Variation of optimal Bag1 and Rmp with Rr/Rm for radial and parallel magnetized 2-




(a) Optimal Bag1 
 
(b) Optimal Rmp 
Fig.2.8. Variation of optimal Bag1 and Rmp with p for radial and parallel magnetized 2-
segment Halbach arrays when Rr/Rm = 0.81.  
It is necessary to study the influence of magnet thickness and pole-pair number p on 
optimal Rmp for radial and parallel magnetized 2-segment Halbach arrays. Instead of scanning 
the results, the proposed SDE can obtain the optimal results straightforward. Fig.2.9 shows 
the SDE predicted variation of optimal Rmp with Rr/Rm and p for iron-cored (R0/Rr = 1) and 
air-cored (R0/Rr = 0) rotor. For the iron-cored rotor topology, it can be seen that for thinner 
magnet thickness or the higher Rr/Rm ratio, the optimal Rmp tends to be high, whilst the 
optimal Rmp is lower for thicker magnet thickness. For a particular case, i.e. when p = 1, the 
optimal Rmp is constant and equal to 0.5. Machines having higher p exhibit lower magnet 
ratio Rmp when Rr/Rm (with reveals magnet thickness) is kept the same as for the iron-cored 
rotor, and higher Rmp for the air-cored rotor. It is also noticed that the optimal Rmp for the 
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iron-cored rotor PM brushless machine having 2-segment Halbach array is always higher 





Fig.2.9. Variation of optimal magnet ratio Rmp with Rr/Rm and p for iron- and air-cored rotor 
PM brushless machine having radial and parallel magnetized 2-segment Halbach array. 
2.5 Measurements 
A prototype 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless machine having 2-segment Halbach array with 
Rr/Rm = 0.81 and optimal Rmp = 0.7, together with an existing all teeth wound stator has been 
made as shown in Fig.2.10. It is noted that the proposed 2-D analytical model does not 
account for the slotting effect for the simplicity of derivation, whilst the 2-D field model with 
the consideration of slotting effect by adopting simplified 2-D relative permeance model 
[183], complex permeance model [184], and sub-domain method [185] are complicated and 
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difficult to derive a SDE with a clear physic insight into the relationship between the optimal 
Rmp and design parameters. On the other hand, in order to predict the cogging and output 
torque waveforms, the slotting effect needs to be considered by adopting sub-domain (SD) 
method similar to that in [185]. The detail derivations and expressions of SD method for 
Halbach array will be presented in Chapter 3. The 2-D field slotless model, 2-D field slotted 
model with SD method, FEA predicted and measured cogging torque and output torque 
waveforms are compared in Fig.2.11, and good agreements are achieved. It is noted that the 
analytically predicted output torque is higher than FEA calculated and measured results due 
to ignored consideration of saturation.  
 
(a) Rotor with 2-segment Halbach array (Rmp=0.7) 
 
(b) 12-slot stator with non-overlapping winding 




(a) Phase back-EMF at 400 rpm 
 
(b) Cogging torque  
 




(d) Average torque against Iq  
Fig.2.11. Comparison of slotless analytical model, analytical model with SD method, FEA 
and measured phase back-EMF, cogging torque, output torque and average torque against Iq 
for prototype machine. 
In order to illustrate the influence of magnetic saturation, the 2-D field slotless model, 2-D 
field slotted model with SD method and linear FEA (µr is set to 40000) predicted back-EMF, 
cogging torque and output torque waveforms are compared in Fig.2.11 and Fig.2.13, 
respectively. Good agreements are achieved since the saturation effect is ignored. 
 




(b) Cogging torque (slotted model) 
 
(c) Output torque at BLDC operation mode, Ipeak = 9.07 A 
 
(d) Average torque against Iq 
Fig.2.12. Comparison of analytical model with SD method and slotted linear FEA predicted 





(a) Phase back-EMF at 400 rpm 
 
(b) Output torque at BLDC operation mode, Ipeak = 9.07 A 
 
(c) Average torque against Iq 
Fig.2.13. Comparison of slotless analytical model and slotless linear FEA predicted phase 




This chapter presents a 2-dimentional field model and a simple equation to predict the 
optimal magnet ratio for air- and iron-cored, permanent magnet brushless machine having 
radial and parallel magnetized 2-segment Halbach arrays. The machine having parallel 
magnetized 2-segment Halbach array exhibits higher air-gap flux density than radial 
magnetized Halabch array. By using developed SDE, it is found that for maximized average 
torque, the optimal magnet ratio Rmp is only a function of pole-pair number p, magnet 
thickness and permeability of permanent magnet. It is found that the thicker the magnet, the 
lower the optimal Rmp for machines having iron-cored rotor. In contrast to the iron-cored rotor, 
the optimal magnet ratio Rmp increases as magnet thickness increasing for air-core rotor. 
Moreover, the optimal Rmp for the machines having iron-cored rotor is always greater than 0.5, 
while machines having air-cored rotor is always lower than 0.5, except the case of p =1. 
Further, a prototype 12-slot/10-pole machine having optimal Rmp = 0.7 has been made, and 
good agreement between analytical, FEA predicted and measured electromagnetic 





CHAPTER 3 GENERAL ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR 
CALCULATING ELECTROMAGNETIC PERFORMANCE OF 
PM BRUSHLESS MACHINES HAVING SEGMENTED 
HALBACH ARRAY 
Since a Halbach array exhibits a number of attractive features, it has been increasingly 
applied to different market sectors, including aerospace, industrial, domestic, renewable, and 
healthcare, etc. The need of fast global optimization, cost-effective design, and physical 
understanding of the relationship between parameters and performance requires a powerful 
analytical model. Hence, in this chapter, a general analytical model is developed which is 
capable of predicting the electromagnetic performance of slotted/slotless permanent magnet 
brushless machines with both even- and odd-segment Halbach array, having different magnet 
remanence, magnetization angle and arc for each single magnet segment. The validity of 
proposed analytical model is examined by FEA, together with its applications for global 
optimization and comparative study. 
3.1 Introduction 
The analytical models play a very important role in the design of PM brushless machine 
having Halbach array. Previously developed analytical models for Halbach arrays are 
reviewed in Chapter 1, where a broad consensus has been reached which realizes the higher 
the magnet segment, the better the electromagnetic performance, but meanwhile results 
difficulty in manufacturing. Therefore, a compromise design is always needed since the 
design tradeoff between performance and manufacture is inevitable.  
In this chapter, a general analytical model based on the SD method together with the 
developed general analytical model of magnetization vectors for segmented Halbach arrays is 
proposed, which is capable of modeling the air-gap flux density waveform for slotted/slotless 
PM brushless machines and devices such as magnet cylinder, etc, having both even- and odd-
segmented Halbach array, together with the variation freedom of magnet remanence, 
magnetization angle and arc for each single magnet segment. Meanwhile, the electromagnetic 
performance, including phase back-EMF, cogging torque and electromagnetic torque 
waveforms are able to be predicted. The proposed general analytical model is validated by 
FEA. In addition, the functionality of the proposed general analytical model is presented by 
adopting a global optimization of the rotor pole pair number for magnet cylinder having 2- 
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and 3-segment Halbach array, plus a simple comparative study for a 12-slot, 2-segment 
Halbach machine having different pole pair number. 
3.2 Development of General Analytical Model 
For PM brushless machines, the field vectors     and     in both air-gap (ag) and PM regions 
are expressed as 
              (3.1) 
                       (3.2) 
where     is the residual magnetization vector,    is the permeability of air-gap, and    is the 
relative recoil permeability of PM. By assuming the PM having linear 2
nd
 quadrant 
demagnetization characteristic, the amplitude of magnetization vector     can be calculated as 




whilst in polar coordinates     is governed by imported orientation and the magnetization of 
PM, which can be expressed as [64]. 
              
 
             
 
        
                
 
        
   (3.4) 
where Mr and Mθ represent the components of radial and circumferential magnetizations, ‘-’ 
is for an internal rotor machine (external field), and ‘+’ is for an external rotor machine 
(internal field). In order to simplify the derivation expressions, only internal rotor PM 
brushless machine having Halbach array is adopted in this chapter, since it is straightforward 
to obtain Mθ for external rotor machine by multiplying ‘-1’. 
As can be seen in Fig.3.1 and Fig.3.2, the differences of both magnetization angle and 
boundary condition over one pole pitch for the end side-magnets between even- and odd-
segment Halbach arrays exist when the reference axis is chosen in the middle of mid-magnet. 
For even-segment Halbach array, the magnetization angle θm of the end side-magnet is 
always equal to zero in contrast to odd-segment Halbach array, which could obtain an 
optimal θm in accordance with its magnet height-to-weight ratio. Further, the beginning and 
end boundaries over one pole pitch are placed in the middle of end side-magnet for the even-
segment Halbach array, while the boundaries are placed at the end of end side-magnet for the 
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odd-segment Halbach array. Consequently, the analytical expressions of harmonic 
components for magnetization Mrn and Mθn are separately analyzed within two groups, e.g. 
the even- and odd-segment Halbach arrays, respectively.  
 
(a) 2-segment Halbach array 
 
(b) 4-segment Halbach array 
 
(c) 6-segment Halbach array 
 
(d) 2m-segment Halbach array (m =1, 2, 3…) 




(a) 3-segment Halbach array 
 
(b) 5-segment Halbach array 
 
(c) 7-segment Halbach array 
 
(d) (2m+1)-segment Halbach array (m =1, 2, 3…) 
Fig.3.2. Configuration of Halbach array with odd-segments. 
As shown in Fig.3.2, a typical segmented Halbach array consists of a mid-magnet, side-
magnet and end side-magnet. Therefore, if each magnet segment is parallel magnetized, the 
magnetization components, with the design parameters illustrated in Fig.3.3, can be fully 
described in Table I over one pole-pair, where Brm is the remanence of mid-magnet, Brs is the 
remanence of both side- and end side- magnets, Wf is the pole-arc of mid-magnet, Wp is the 
pole-pitch, Wah is the pole-arc of the h
th
 magnet pole (which includes the pole arc of mid-
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magnet and the h
th
 magnet segment), the ratio of mid-magnet pole arc to pole pitch Rmp is 
defined as: 




and the ratio of the h
th
 magnet pole arc to the pole pitch Rmph is expressed as: 
     
   
  
 (3.6) 
where the mid-magnet is designated as the 0
th
 magnet, hence Rmph for mid-magnet is 
described as Rmp0. For a 3-segment Halbach array, Rmph for both left and right hand side-











(c) End side-magnet for even-segment Halbach array 
 
(d) End side-magnet for odd-segment Halbach array 
Fig.3.3. Design parameters for mid-magnet, side-magnet, end side-magnet for even- and odd-






(b) Side-magnet  
 
(c) End side-magnet for even-segment Halbach array 
 
(d) End side-magnet for odd-segment Halbach array 
Fig.3.4.Illustrations of magnetization vectors for different magnet segments. 
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TABLE 3-I MAGNETIZATION COMPONENTS FOR MAGNET SEGMENTS 
Mid-magnet Position 
 
   
   
  
    
    
   
  





    
  
   




    
   
  




   
   
  







    





      








   
   
  
           
   
   
  




     
  
    




   
   
  
           
    
   
  




    
  
   




    
   
  
         
 
 
   
    
   
  
         
 
 




    





      







    
   
  
         
 
 
   
   
   
  
         
 
 




    





      






End side-magnet, even-segment Halbach array Position 
 
   
   
  




   
   
  










    




    
   
  




    
   
  








     
  
      







   
   
  




   
   
  







    













   
   
  
             
   
   
  






    




   
   
  
             
    
   
  




     
  





    
   
  
          
 
 
    
    
   
  
          
 
 






      







    
   
  
          
 
 
    
   
   
  
          
 
 
     
 
 
    










According to Table I, the harmonic components of magnetization Mrn and Mθn for each 
magnet segment can be deduced as: 
(a) Mid-Magnet 
    
 
 
   
   
  
     
    
  
 
    
  
            
   
  




   





   





          
 (3.7) 
and 
    
 
 
    
   
  
     
    
  
 
    
  
           
   
  




   





   





          
 (3.8) 
(b) Side-Magnet 
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 (3.9) 
And 
    
 
 
   
   
  
                  
 
    
  
 
     
  
    
    
   
  
                  
     
  
    
  
   
    
   
  
         
 
 
          
   





   





   
    
   
  
         
 
 
          
   





   









    
  




(c) End Side-Magnet 
(i). even-segment Halbach array 
    
 
 
   
   
  
      
 
  
        
 





    
    
   
  
      
 
  
        
   





     
  
   
    
   
  
      
  
  
        
  
  
   





    
 (3.12) 
and, 
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 (3.13) 
(ii). odd-segment Halbach array 
    
 
 
   
   
  
                    
 





    
   
   
  
                    
 
  
     
  
   
    
   
  
          
 
 
           
   







   
     
   
  
          
 
 
           
  
  
   





    
 (3.14) 
and 
    
 
 
   
   
  
                    
 





    
    
   
  
                    
 
  
     
  
   
    
   
  
          
 
 
           
   







   
    
   
  
          
 
 
           
  
  
   





    
 (3.15) 
where, p is the number of pole pairs, n is the harmonic order,  
   
     
  






The fully deduced general analytical models of Mrn and Mθn for all magnet segments are 
given in (3.25)-(3.32) in the Appendix of this chapter. Therefore, the overall magnetization 
components for either even or odd-segment Halbach array can be calculated by using the 
foregoing derived expressions of the magnet segment. Further, in order to simplify the 
programming processes, the overall analytical expression for any variation of even and odd-
segment Halbach array can be obtained very easily by using the superposition theory for 
above equations (3.7)-(3.16) with appropriate rotor position for each magnet segment.  
In the SD model, the assumptions such as infinite permeable iron, linear magnet property, 
and negligible end-effect are usually made in order to simplify the problem. Meanwhile, the 
stator tooth-tip is also simplified to be straight as illustrated in Fig.3.6. The air-gap flux 
density distribution with the consideration of stator slotting effect is given by  
                         
 
                 
 
 (3.17) 
                         
 
                 
 
 (3.18) 
where α is the circumferential position in stator axis (Fig. 3.5), gBr and gBθ are the coefficients 
of scalar potential distribution along the slot opening, Brn and Bθn are the radial and 
circumferential flux density components. On the other hand, Astator and Bstator are the 
coefficients of the scalar potential on the surface of the stator bore which is written as: 
                           
    
   
  
   
 (3.19) 
                           
    
   
  
   
 (3.20) 
where k is defined as harmonic order, Cei(n) is the n
th
 order harmonic of the scalar potential 
distribution which corresponds with the i
th
 slot opening. It should be noted that those two 
coefficients in (3.19) and (3.20) can be described as a function of the proposed general 
analytical model of the magnetization components of Mrn and Mθn in (3.7)-(3.16). All the 
fully deduced expressions of the coefficients Cei(n), ηsi and ξsi can be found in APPENDIX III. 
Moreover, the phase flux-linkage is calculated by assuming the armature coil to be a 
current sheet along the inner stator bore. Therefore, it is deduced by integrating the radial flux 
density distribution as: 
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           (3.21) 
where ph = A, B, C, brs and brc are the sine and cosine harmonic components of radial flux 
density distribution along the stator bore, Kp, Kdsph and Kdcph are the pitch and distribution 
factors of given phase for the sine and cosine flux density harmonic components, respectively. 
Consequently, the phase back-EMF is written as 
     
    
  
 (3.22) 
Meanwhile, the electromagnetic torque can be predicted by 
    
                
  
 (3.23) 
where    is the mechanical rotational speed. In addition, by using the Maxwell stress tensor, 
the cogging torque can be predicted as: 
     
   
 
  




where la is the axial stack length of the machine. 
3.3 Finite-Element Validation 
The linear FEA validation is carried out on a 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless machine having 
2, 3, 4, and 5-segment Halbach arrays to testify the feasibility of proposed general analytical 
model for the Halbach machine. Meanwhile, the capability of the proposed general analytical 
model to analyse the mixed magnet grade, pole-arc to pole-pitch ratio less than one, slotless 
model and external rotor are also validated individually for the cases of different Halbach 
arrays. The design parameters for 2, 3, 4, and 5-segment Halbach arrays over one pole pair, 
together with the parameters for prototype machine are illustrated in Fig.3.5 and Fig.3.6, 
respectively, whose detailed values are given in TABLE 3-II. 
It should be noted that the straight stator tooth-tips is applied to the linear FEA model 




(a) 2-segment Halbach array 
 
(b) 3-segment Halbach array 
 




(d) 5-segment Halbach array 
Fig.3.5. Design parameters for 2, 3, 4, and 5-segment Halbach array over one pole pair. 
 
Fig.3.6. Symbols and cross-section of PM brushless machine having Halbach array. 
TABLE 3-II MACHINES DESIGN PARAMETERS (DEFAULT UNIT: MM) 
Rated speed, rpm 400 Slot opening,     2.0 
Pole number,    10 Air-gap length,     1.0 
Stator slot number,    12 Active length,     50 
Tooth-tip height,     1.5 Stator back-iron thickness,       3.7 
Tooth body width, bt - Stator outer diameter,      100 
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Stator inner diameter, Dsi 57 Rotor outer diameter,      55 
Rotor inner diameter, Dri 49 Shaft diameter,      34 
No. of series turns per phase, N 132 Peak phase current, I (A) 10 
Relative recoil permeability, μr 1.05 Magnet height, hpm (mm) 3 
2-segment Halbach array 
Conventional  Modular  
Mid-magnet Brm (T) 1.2 Mid-magnet Brm (T) 1.2 
Side-magnet Brs (T) 1.2 Side-magnet Brs (T) 0.4 
Magnet ratio, Rmp 0.6 Magnet ratio, Rmp 0.6 
Magnetization angle, θm 0 Magnetization angle, θm 0 
3-segment Halbach array 
Magnet ratio, Rmp 0.4 Magnet ratio, Rmp1 0.76 
Magnetization angle, θm 45 Brm and Brs (T) 1.2 
4-segment Halbach array 
Magnet ratio, Rmp 0.4 Magnet ratio, Rmp1 0.76 
Magnetization angle, θm 45 Magnetization angle, θm 0 
Brm and Brs (T) 1.2   
5-segment Halbach array 
Rotor outer diameter, Dro 61 Rotor back-iron thickness, hrbi 3 
Stator back-iron thickness, hsbi 6.5 Magnet thickness, hpm 3 
Brm and Brs (T) 1.2 Air-gap length, lg 1 
Magnet ratio, Rmp 0.5 Magnet ratio, Rmp1 0.7 
Magnetization angle, θm 60 Magnetization angle, θm 30 
3.3.1 2-Segment Halbach Array 
In contrast to the magnet pole having uniform magnet material which is named as the 
conventional Halbach array, the magnet pole having modular pole technique by means of 
mixed grade magnets becomes increasingly popular due to cost-effective design. In this 
section, the analytically and FEA predicted radial (Bagr) and circumferential (Bagc) air-gap 
flux density distributions, phase back-EMF, electromagnetic torque (it is obtained by 
subtracting the cogging torque from the output torque in FEA) and cogging torque 







Fig.3.7. Comparison of analytically and FEA predicted air-gap flux density for 12-slot/10-








Fig.3.8. FEA predicted vector potential distributions for 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless 
machine having 2-segment Halbach array with both conventional and modular poles. 
 
Fig.3.9. Comparison of analytically and FEA predicted phase back-EMF waveforms for 12-
slot/10-pole PM brushless machine having 2-segment Halbach array with both conventional 




Fig.3.10. Comparison of analytically and FEA predicted cogging torque waveforms for 12-
slot/10-pole PM brushless machine having 2-segment Halbach array with both conventional 
and modular poles. 
 
Fig.3.11. Comparison of analytically and FEA predicted electromagnetic torque waveforms 
for 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless machine having 2-segment Halbach with both conventional 
and modular poles. 
3.3.2 3-Segment Halbach Array 
In this section, the analytically predicted air-gap flux density distributions for the prototype 
machine having 3-segment Halbach array, together with pole-arc to pole-pitch ratio less than 
one are compared with FEA in Fig.3.12, where excellent agreement is achieved. The FEA 
predicted vector potential distribution is shown in Fig.3.13. In order to save the space, the 
validations of phase back-EMF, cogging torque and electromagnetic torque are not included 
here, as well as in the rest of this chapter, since their waveforms directly depend on the 
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accuracy of air-gap flux density predictions.  
 
Fig.3.12.. Comparison of analytically and FEA predicted air-gap flux density for 12-slot/10-
pole PM brushless machine having 3-segment Halbach array with pole-arc to pole-pitch ratio 
less than one. 
 
Fig.3.13. FEA predicted vector potential distribution for 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless 
machine having 3-segment Halbach array with pole-arc to pole-pitch ratio less than one. 
3.3.3 4-Segment Halbach Array 
Since Halbach array has been extensively applied for slotless machine and magnet cylinder, 
thus the capability of proposed general analytical model to analyze such machine is examined 
by simply using a Halbach cylinder, in Fig.3.14. It can be observed that the analytically 
deduced air-gap flux density distributions agree very well with FEA, while the FEA predicted 




Fig.3.14. Comparison of analytically and FEA predicted air-gap flux density for 12-
slot/10pole PM slotless machine having 4-segment Halbach array. 
 
Fig.3.15. FEA predicted vector potential distribution for 12-slot/10-pole PM slotless machine 
having 4-segment Halbach array. 
3.3.4 5-Segment Halbach Array 
In this section, an external rotor magnet cylinder having 5-segment Halbach array is 
modeled, where excellent agreement between analytically and FEA predicted air-gap flux 
density waveforms is also achieved, Fig.3.16. The FEA predicted equal-potential distribution 




Fig.3.16. Comparison of analytically and FEA predicted air-gap flux density for external 
rotor magnet cylinder having 5-segment Halbach array. 
 
Fig.3.17. FEA predicted vector potential distribution for external rotor magnet cylinder 
having 5-segment Halbach array. 
3.4 Investigation Based on General Analytical Model 
3.4.1 Curvature Effect in 2- and 3-Segment Halbach Array 
For given design parameters, e.g. Dro = 55 mm and lg = 1 mm, the optimal magnet pole pair 
due to curvature effect for 2- and 3-segment Halbach arrays can be obtained by globally 
optimizing (by scanning all target design parameters to obtain the highest electromagnetic 
torque) the magnet ratio Rmp and magnetization angle θm under different magnet thickness 
conditions with the proposed general analytical model. As can be seen in Fig.3.18(a), the 3-
segment Halbach array exhibits significant higher Bag1 (fundamental air-gap flux density) 
than the magnet cylinder having conventional pole and 2-segment Halbach array. This 
phenomenon can be explained by adopting the well-known equation (1.2) where the 
incremental of effective magnet length lm directly reflects the result of improved self-
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shielding performance. Meanwhile, since the amplitude of Bag1 depends on flux focusing 
effect, the optimal pole-width to magnet thickness ratio (the relation between pole pair 
number and magnet thickness) is existed. Further, according to the air-gap length is fixed, the 
higher the rotor pole pair number, the larger the inter-pole leakage flux will be obtained. 
Thus, those effects results in an overall optimal pole pair number for a given Halbach 
segmentation numbers and magnet thickness. Further, the THD values are shown in Fig.3.18 
and the corresponding optimized design parameters for the 3-segment Halbach array are 
highlighted as an example where their variations with magnet thickness is due to different 
magnet height-to-width ratios. 
Since the self-shielding and flux focusing performance are directly related with the number 
of Halbach segmentation, hence there exists no optimal number of segmentation if only the 
improvement of electromagnetic performance is considered. However, there exists an optimal 
cost-effective design if the manufacturing cost is considered which increases proportionally 
to the segmentation number. 
 
(a) Optimal Bag1 
 
(b) Corresponding THD 
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Fig.3.18. Comparison of globally optimized conventional magnet cylinder, 2- and 3-segment 
Halbach magnet cylinders.  
3.4.2 Performance Analysis for 3-Phase 12-Slot Machines Having 2-Segment Halbach 
Array 
The proposed general analytical model can be also used for performance analysis and 
design parameter optimization. In this case, the performance analysis of a 3-phase 12-slot PM 
brushless machine having 2-segment Halbach array are compared when the number of poles 
is 8, 10 and 14 with the design parameters shown in Table III. The rotor design parameters 
are globally optimized using genetic algorithm with due account for the slotting effect in 
Fig.3.19, where p = 5 exhibit the largest Bag1. There is an optimal pole pitch for a given rotor 
geometry (rotor outer diameter, magnet thickness, and air-gap length) to achieve maximum 
fundamental air-gap flux density due to curvature effect (for parallel magnetized magnet 
pole). Moreover, the phase back-EMF, cogging torque and electromagnetic torque 
waveforms are compared in Fig.3.20. It reveals that the 3-phase 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless 
machine having 2-segment Halbach array can obtain higher electromagnetic torque and lower 
torque ripples, while easier to be manufactured.   
 
Fig.3.19. Globally optimized rotor design parameters for 3-phase 12-slot machines having 2-




(a) Phase back-EMF, 400 rpm 
 
(b) Spectra of phase back-EMF 
 




(d) Electromagnetic torque 
Fig.3.20. Comparison of electromagnetic performances of 3-phase 12-slot/8-pole, 12-slot/10-
pole and 12-slot/14-pole PM brushless machines having globally optimized 2-segment 
Halbach arrays. 
3.5 Summary 
This chapter has developed a general analytical model which is capable of predicting the 
electromagnetic performance for slotted/slotless permanent magnet brushless machines with 
both even- and odd-segment Halbach array, having different magnet remanence, 
magnetization angle and arc for each single magnet segment. The proposed general analytical 
model is validated by the finite-element analyses, while the accuracy of model adopting 
slotted/ slotless, internal/external rotor, pole-arc to pole-pitch ratio less than one and mixed 
magnet grade are also examined. Application examples for global optimization and 
comparative study by utilizing the proposed general analytical model are illustrated. The 
proposed analytical model is used for initial design. Then, the FEA is applied for further 
design adjustment if other requirements are needed, e.g. self-demagnetization withstand 
capability. It should be noted that the self-demagnetization is not considered in this chapter. 
3.6 Appendix 
The magnetization vectors in (3.7)-(3.15) are fully deduced and summarized in (3.25)-(3.32) 
as follows: 
 (a) Mid-Segment 
    
 
 
   
   
  
     
    
  
 
    
  
            
   
  




   





   












   
   
 
          
    
   
    
 
            
    
    
    
    
 
          
    
   
    
 
            
    
    
    
   
   
   
 
             






    
 
             






    
   
  
             






    
 
             






    
   (3.25) 
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   (3.26) 
(b) Side-Magnet 
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   (3.27) 
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   (3.28) 
(c) End Side-Magnet 
(1). even-segment Halbach array 




   
   
  
            
     
    
 
   
    
 
            
 
    
 
   
    
    
 
            
     
    
 
   
    
 
            
 
    
 
   
    
   
   







              
    
  
 
   
 
   
    
 
           
     
    
 
   
    
   
 
              
    
  
 
   
 
   
    
 
           
     
    
 
   







   







           
  
    
  
   
    
 
              
    
  
 
   
  
   
    
   
  
           
  
    
  
   
    
 
              
    
  
 
   
  
   



















   
   
  
            
     
    
 
   
    
 
            
 
    
 
   
    
    
 
            
     
    
 
   
    
 
            
 
    
 
   
    
   
   







              
    
  
 
   
 
   
    
 
           
     
    
 
   
    
   
 
              
    
  
 
   
 
   
    
 
           
     
    
 
   







   







           
  
    
  
   
    
 
              
    
  
 
   
  
   
    
   
  
           
  
    
  
   
    
 
              
    
  
 
   
  
   












(2). odd-segment Halbach array 




   
   
       
            
     
       
    
   
            
 
       
    
 
  
            
     
       
    
 
            
 
       
    
   
   
   
       
          
 
      
    
 
          
     
      
    




          
 
      
    
 
          
     
      
    
   
   
   
       
             





     
    
 
          
 
   
 
     
    
   
 
             





     
    
 
          
 
   
 
     
    
   
   
   
       
          
  
   
 
     
    
 
             





     
    
   
  
          
  
   
 
     
    
 
             





     
    




   
   
       
            
     
       
    
 
            
 
       
    
    
 
            
     
       
    
 
            
 
       
    
   
   
   
       
          
 
      
    
 
          
     
      
    
   
 
          
 
      
    
 
          
     
      
    
   
   
   
       
             
    
  
 
     
 
  
    
 
          
  
      
 
  
    




             
    
  
 
     
 
  
    
 
          
  
      
 
  
    
   
   
   
       
          
  
      
 
  
    
 
             
    
  
 
     
 
  
    
   
  
          
  
      
 
  
    
 
             
    
  
 
     
 
  
    
   (3.31) 
And 




   
   
       
            
     
       
    
   
            
 
       
    
 
  
            
     
       
    
 
            
 
       
    
   
   
   
       
          
 
      
    
 
          
     
      
    
   
 
          
 
      
    
 
          
     
      
    
   
   
   
       
             





     
    
 
          
 
   
 
     
    
   
 
             





     
    
 
          
 
   
 
     
    
   
   
   
       
          
  
   
 
     
    
 
             





     
    




          
  
   
 
     
    
 
             





     
    




   
   
       
            
     
       
    
 
            
 
       
    
    
 
            
     
       
    
 
            
 
       
    
   
   
   
       
          
 
      
    
 
          
     
      
    
   
 
          
 
      
    
 
          
     
      
    
   
   
   
       
             
    
  
 
     
 
  
    
 
          
  
      
 
  
    
   
 
             
    
  
 
     
 
  
    
 
          
  
      
 
  
    
   
   
   
       
          
  
      
 
  
    
 
             
    
  
 
     
 
  
    
   
  
          
  
      
 
  
    
 
             
    
  
 
     
 
  
    






CHAPTER 4 INVESTIGATION OF PM BRUSHLESS 
MACHINES HAVING UNEQUAL-MAGNET HEIGHT POLE 
Since the torque ripple reduction by adopting magnet shaping methods are often associated 
with a negative impact on electromagnetic torque as well as increased cost, this chapter 
propose a magnet pole having unequal-magnet height, i.e. the Hat- and T-type magnet, 
together with optimized Halbach magnetization. An analytical model based on SD method is 
employed for investigation. 
4.1 Introduction 
The PM brushless machines are often a first choice for many applications as they offer high 
torque/power density and efficiency. Nowadays, the need of reducing torque and force 
fluctuation coupled with an increasing concern for PM usage efficiency (ηpm), i.e. the ratio of 
average output torque (T) over PM volume (Vpm), has spurred the investigation on Halbach 
magnetization and magnet shaping topologies. The shape of magnet pole has a significant 
impact on the Bag distribution, which can not only vary the amplitude of Bag1, but also 
produce torque ripples and induce vibration. Therefore, in order to optimize the machine 
electromagnetic performance, numerous rotor pole designs have been proposed over the past 
decades. 
However, a design tradeoff may be required, since PM brushless machines having Halbach 
magnetization and magnet shaping topologies not capable of achieving low torque ripple, 
high Bag1 and ηpm simultaneously. For instance, the possible improvement of Bag1 and torque 
ripple by adopting Halbach magnetization depend on the number of rotor poles and magnet 
height-to-width ratio, which, in other words, means the thicker the magnet, the better the 
shelf-shielding performance. Hence, it is hardly possible to achieve higher ηpm for Halbach 
magnetization, since high magnet usage is often required. On the other hand, the magnet 
shaping techniques can reduce the torque ripple, but significantly increase the inter-pole 
leakage flux. Thus, it results in a lower Bag1 which in turn may reduce ηPM, although the 
magnet usage is reduced. This chapter aims to combine the merits of Halbach magnetization 
and magnet pole shaping to achieve low torque ripple and high ηPM, while avoiding the 
reduction of Bag1 and corresponding torque due to inter-pole leakage flux.  
Therefore, the magnet poles having unequal-magnet height pole together with Halbach 
magnetization are proposed, as illustrated in Fig.4.1(a) and (b), which are designated as Hat-
type and T-type magnet pole, respectively. As shown in Fig.4.1(a) and (b), each magnet pole 
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consists of a mid-magnet and two side-magnets which may have different magnetization 
angles. In each magnet, the magnetization is parallel. In order to facilitate a comparative 
study and design optimization, an analytical model based on SD method is developed for 
predicting the magnetic field distribution and electromagnetic torque, while its validity is 
examined by FEA The comparison study between 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless machine 
having Hat- and T-type magnet pole between conventional 3-segment Halbach array is taken. 
In addition, the influence of number of poles is also investigated. Moreover, a further 
comparison is made between proposed magnet pole configuration and typical magnet shaping 





Fig.4.1. Configuration of Hat- and T-type magnet poles. 
4.2 Analytical Sub-Domain Models for Hat- and T-Type PM Machines 
In this chapter, the foregoing developed 2-D field model with SD model in chapter 3 is 
utilized and further developed to analyze air-gap field distributions in the Hat-type and T-
type PM machines. It is noted that the side-magnet of T-type magnet pole is supported by 
non-magnetic base, e.g. aluminum, Fig.4.2, which can be firmed with the rotor back-iron by 
either using an inserted construction or glue. However, excessive eddy current loss may be 
induced in the Al base. Therefore, other non-magnetic material with high over heat withstand 
capability property, e.g. ceramic, could be applied to proposed magnet pole. The later is used 
in order to ease the analytical model, and hence the boundary condition at the inner magnet 




Fig.4.2. Symbols and cross-section of PM brushless machine having T-type in SD model. 
In polar coordinates, the magnetization      is governed by imported orientation and 
magnetization of the magnets, which can be written as (3.4). 
For each magnet segment, if its magnetization is parallel and the magnet height hpm is equal 
to each other, these two magnetization components, with design parameters shown in 
Fig.4.3(c), can be fully described in Table I over one pole-pair, where Brs is the remanence of 
side-magnet, and αp is the pole-arc to pole-pitch ratio and expressed as: 










(b) T-type with non-magnetic base  
 
(c) General model with equal-magnet height 
Fig.4.3. Design parameters for Hat- and T-type rotor magnet poles. 
TABLE.4-I Magnetization Components for Hat- and T-type Over One Pole-Pair 
Magnetization component Position 
     
    
   
 
  
    




   
   
  
              
   
  
             
    
   
  
              
   
  





   
  
    




   
   
  
    
    
   
  





    
  
   




   
   
  
              
   
  
             
    
   
  
              
   
  





    
  
   





     
    
  
   
  








    
   
  
           
 
 
    
   
  
           
 
 
   
   
   
  
           
 
 
    
   
  
           
 
 










      







    
   
  




   
   
  








   






    







    
   
  
           
 
 
    
   
  
           
 
 
   
   
   
  
           
 
 
    
   
  
           
 
 




    












     
    










Then, the harmonic components of magnetization Mrn and Mθn for both Hat- and T-type 
magnets can be deduced as:  
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The fully deduced expressions of Mrn and Mθn are given in (4.10) and (4.11) in Appendix of 
this chapter.  
The foregoing developed 2-D field model with SD method is used to predict air-gap flux 
density. Since the air-gap is non-uniformly distributed for proposed Hat- and T-type magnet 
poles, the superposition theory is applied as illustrated in TABLE.4-II to solve overall air-gap 
flux density. It is found that the overall air-gap flux density distribution for Hat-type magnet 
pole is calculated by initially setting Brm = 0 T in (4.2)-(4.3) and change Brs plus the side-
magnet height hpm1 to the desired values (Part A) when the calculating air-gap path is fixed. 
Then, the air-gap flux density distribution for mid-magnet is predicted by setting Brs = 0 T in 
(4.2)-(4.3) while Brm and the mid-magnet height hpm are imported with desired value (Part B). 
Hence, the overall air-gap flux density for H-type magnet pole is calculated by summing the 
foregoing predicted value of Part A and Part B. In the similar manner, the overall air-gap flux 
density distribution of T-type magnet pole is calculated by summing the amplitude of Part 1 
and Part 3, then, minus Part 2, as illustrated in TABLE.4-II. 
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Furthermore, the phase back-EMF and electromagnetic torque waveforms can be predicted 
by using equation (3.22) and (3.23), respectively.  
TABLE.4-II SUPERPOSITION FOR HAT- AND T-TYPE MAGNETS 
Hat-type T-type 
  
Part A Part 1 
  
Part B Part 2 
  
Hat-type = Part A + Part B Part 3 
 
 
T-type = Part 1 – Part 2 + Part 3 
4.3 Finite-Element Validation 
The linear FEA with μr = 40000 for BH curve is carried out on a 12-slot/10-pole PM 





TABLE.4-III MACHINES DESIGN PARAMETERS (DEFAULT UNIT: MM) 
Rated speed, rpm 400 Slot opening,     2.0 
Pole number,    10 Air-gap length,     1.0 
Stator slot number,    12 Active length,     50 
Tooth-tip height,     1.5 Stator back-iron thickness,       3.7 
Tooth body width, bt - Stator outer diameter,      100 
Stator inner diameter, Dsi 57 Rotor outer diameter,      55 
Rotor inner diameter, Dri 49 Shaft diameter,      34 
No. of series turns per phase, N 132 Peak phase current, I (A) 10 
NdFeB, Br (T) 1.2 Relative recoil permeability, μr 1.05 
Magnet ratio, Rmp 0.70 Pole-arc to pole-pitch ratio, αp 0.94 
Magnet height of mid-magnet, hpm 3.0 Magnet height of side-magnet, hpm1  1.5 
Magnetization angle, ∆θ 75.24  
 
In order to be consistent with the foregoing developed analytical model, the stator with 
straight tooth-tips is also applied to the linear FEA model. The analytically and FEA 
predicted air-gap flux density distributions, phase back-EMF, and electromagnetic torque 
waveforms are compared in Fig.4.4-8 for the prototype machine having Hat- and T-type 
magnets, respectively, and excellent agreement is achieved. 
 




(b) Circumferential air-gap flux density  
Fig.4.4. Comparison of analytical and FEA predicted air-gap flux density for 12-slot/10-pole 





Fig.4.5. FEA predicted vector potential distributions for 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless 





(a) Radial air-gap flux density  
 
(b) Circumferential air-gap flux density  
Fig.4.6. Comparison of analytical and FEA predicted air-gap flux density for 12-slot/10-pole 
PM brushless machine having T-type magnet pole. 
 




(b) Electromagnetic torque 
Fig.4.7. Comparison of analytical and FEA predicted phase back-EMFs at 400 rpm and 
electromagnetic torque waveforms for 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless machine having Hat-
type magnet pole. 
 
(a) Phase back-EMF, 400 rpm 
 
(b) Electromagnetic torque  
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Fig.4.8. Comparison of analytical and FEA predicted phase back-EMFs at 400 rpm and 
electromagnetic torque waveforms for 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless machine having T-type 
magnet pole. 
4.4 Comparison of Machine Having Hat- and T-Type Magnet Pole with Optimized 3-
Segment Halbach Array 
It is noted that the amplitude of air-gap flux density in the Halbach magnetized machine 
can be optimized by varying both magnet ratio Rmp and magnetization angle ∆θ in (4.2)-(4.3), 
which in turn affects Tem. This is reflected in Fig.4.9, which shows the variation of the 
optimal Tem with Rmp and ∆θ for 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless machine having conventional 
(equal-magnet height) 3-segment Halbach array. The overall optimized Tem is obtained when 
αp = 1.0, Rmp = 0.70 and ∆θ = 40, respectively. It should be also noticed that since the self-
shielding property of Halbach arrays strongly depends on the magnet usage and how well the 
two neighboring PM segments are connected to each other, thus αp = 1 always exhibit higher 
Bag1 in contrast with αp < 1. Therefore, αp = 1 is treated as an optimal value in this chapter for 
further investigations, although the electromagnetic performance for machine having αp < 1 
can be predicted by adopting a common analytical model as illustrated in Fig.4.3. Further, the 
side-magnet thickness hpm1 of above optimized 3-segments Halbach machine is varied in 
order to form Hat- and T-type magnet pole. In general, however, the foregoing optimal 
magnetization angle needs to be re-calculated for different hpm1, since the magnet height-to-
width ratio for side-magnets are changed. Fig.4.10(a) compares the optimized Hat- and T-
type magnet pole with the variation of hpm1, together with optimized ∆θ. It reveals that the T-
type magnet pole exhibit significantly larger optimal Tem than Hat-type magnet pole if hpm1 is 
equal to half of hpm. When hpm1 is further varied toward both two extreme regions, i.e. hpm1 = 
0mm (conventional pole) and hpm1 = 3.0mm (conventional 3-segment Halbch array), then, the 
advantage of T-type magnet pole is diminished. In addition, the magnet usage efficiency of 
T-type magnet pole increases as hpm1 reduces, Fig.4.10(b), where ηPM of T-type magnet pole 
is the highest one compared with those of Hat-type, conventional pole and conventional 3-
segment Halbach array when hpm1 = 1.5 is adopted. The vector potential distributions of 12-
slot/10-pole PM brushless machine having forgoing optimized four kinds of magnet poles are 





Fig.4.9. Analytically predicted variation of optimal Tem with both Rmp and ∆θ for 12-slot/10-
pole PM brushless machine having 3-segment Halbach array. 
 
(a) Optimal Tem 
 
(b) Optimal ηpm 
Fig.4.10. Analytically predicted optimal Tem and ηpm for Hat- and T-type magnet poles with 




(a) Conventional pole (αp = 0.70) 
 
(b) Conventional 3-segment Halbach 
 




(d) T-type (hpm1 = 1.5mm) 
Fig.4.11. Linear FEA predicted vector potential distribution of 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless 
machine having conventional pole, optimized conventional 3-segment Halbach array, 
optimized Hat- and T-type magnet poles. 
 
Fig.4.12. Comparison of analytically predicted Tem waveform between 12-slot/10-pole PM 
brushless machine having conventional, 3-segment Halbach, Hat- and T-type magnet pole. 
4.5 Investigation on Machines Having Hat- and T-Type Magnet Pole 
From the foregoing analysis, it is shown that the machine having T-type magnet pole 
exhibits eminently merits in contrast with H-type magnet pole which can be explained by 
significantly reduced inter-pole leakage flux, as highlighted in Fig.4.13. Consequently, the 
flux that can be effectively linked by a coil for T-type magnet pole are much higher than Hat-
type magnet pole, Fig.4.14, which leads the machine a larger Tem. However, such merit of T-
type magnet pole gradually diminishes when ∆Rmp (∆Rmp = 1 - Rmp) is increased as illustrated 
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in Fig.4.15. It also shows that the maximum difference of Tem is achieved when hpm1 = 1.5 
mm, viz. hpm1 = hpm/2, a similar phenomenon can also be found in Fig.4.10(a). Moreover, it 
should be noted that Tem is very small but great than zero, although the majority of fluxes are 





Fig.4.13. Comparison of FEA predicted inter-pole leakage flux between Hat and T-type 







Fig.4.14. Comparison of FEA predicted flux which can be linked with coil between Hat and 
T-type magnet pole when Brm = 0 T and design parameters in Table III. 
 




(b) hpm1 = 1.5 mm 
 
(c) hpm1 = 2.0 mm 
 
(d) hpm1 = 2.5 mm 
Fig.4.15. Comparison of analytically predicted Tem for 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless machine 
having Hat and T-type with the variation of hpm1 and Rmp when Brf = 0 T. 
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Furthermore, the investigation on the flux focusing effect due to rotor pole pair variation is 
examined by adopting a slotless model as shown in Fig.4.16. It reveals that although the 
amplitude of fundamental air-gap flux density for T-type magnet pole is lower in contrast 
with 3-segment Halbach array, the similar magnet usage efficiency which is defined as 
Bag1/Vpm still demonstrates the relative merits of the machine having T-type magnet pole 
when p increases. It is noted that the electromagnetic torque is proportional to the amplitude 
of fundamental air-gap flux density. Hence, the variation of Bag1/Vpm with the rotor pole pair 
number can be used to represent the variation trend of Tem/Vpm. Moreover, in case of 
maximum output torque is required but meanwhile high magnet usage efficiency is also 
needed, both Hat- and T-type magnets with p = 3 exhibit the potential to be an alternative 





Fig.4.16. Comparison of analytically predicted Bag1 and ratio of Bag1/Vpm for slotless machine 
having conventional pole, conventional 3-segment Halbach array, Hat- and T-type magnet 
pole with overall optimized Rmp and ∆θ, together with hpm1 = 1.5 mm. 
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4.6 Comparison of Hat- and T-Type Magnet Pole with Typical Magnet Shaping 
Techniques 
Magnet shaping techniques as shown in Fig.4.17 [199] are emerging as a key technology, 
due to their sinusodially distributed air-gap flux density which results in low torque ripples 
and low magnet usage. However, the inter-pole leakage fluxes of magnet shaping are 
significant (Fig.4.18) which reduces the average Tem. On the other hand, the segmented 
Halbach arrays are also capable to achieve sinusoidal air-gap flux density, but increases the 
magnet usage. Therefore, Hat- and T-type magnet poles are introduced with the merits of 
both magnet shaping and Halbach array. In this section, Tem and ηPM for Hat- and T-type 
magnet pole are compared with optimized shaping techniques in [199]. 
The prototype machine in this section having same slot and pole number combination and 
similar geometries in contrast with the optimized magnet pole with sinusoidal arc shaping 
(SAS, sinusoidal arc shaping with 3
rd
 order harmonic (SAS+3
rd
), inverse cosine shaping 
(ICS), and inverse cosine shaping with 3
rd
 order harmonic shaping (ICS+3
rd
) shown in 
Fig.4.18 [199] by adopting the equations (4.5)-(4.8): 
 For sinusoidal arc shaping (SAS): 
                 (4.5) 
 For sinusoidal arc shaping with 3rd order harmonic (SAS+3rd) 
                       
 
 
          (4.6) 
 For inverse cosine shaping (ICS): 
       
  





 For inverse cosine shaping with 3rd order harmonic (ICS+3rd): 
       
       
    
 
  
   
 






The proposed Hat- and T-type magnet poles can be treated as a potential alternative design 
method instead of existing shaping techniques used in [199]. Therefore, the comparison of 
proposed magnet poles between foregoing mentioned magnet shaping methods are made with 
the constraints, i.e. the PM volume Vpm, the minimum air-gap length lg = 1.0 mm, the 
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maximum magnet thickness hpm = 3.0 mm and Dri = 49 mm are fixed. Thus, Vpm for SAS, 
SAS+3
rd
, ICS, and ICS+3
rd
 are fixed in this manner and their values together with Tem are 
summarized in Table IV.  
 
(a) Sinusoidal arc shaping (SAS) 
 
(b) Sinusoidal arc shaping with 3
rd
 order harmonic (SAS+3rd) 
 
(c) Inverse cosine shaping (ICS) 
 
(d) Inverse cosine shaping with 3
rd
 order harmonic (ICS+3rd) 
Fig.4.17. Configurations of magnet pole having SAS, SAS+3
rd



















Fig.4.18. Inter-pole leakage fluxes for magnet pole having SAS, SAS+3
rd














) 1.845 2.020 1.660 1.890 
Tem (Nm) 4.529 4.931 4.498 4.843 
 
Initially, the magnetization angle ∆θ for both Hat- and T-type magnet pole are equal to 90 
degree. As can be seen in Fig.4.19, the machines by adopting Hat- and T-type present higher 
Tem than other four magnet shaping methods when hpm1 is small which means the 
corresponding Rmp is large due to fixed Vpm. It is noticeable that as long as hpm1 = 0 mm, the 
magnet pole is changed into a conventional pole with αp less than 1. Although the 
conventional pole with αp less than 1 presents highest Tem, Hat- and T-type magnet pole 









(a)Hat- and T-type versus SAS 
 
(b) Hat- and T-type versus SAS+3
rd 
 




(d) Hat- and T-type versus ICS+3
rd
 
Fig.4.19. Comparison of the analytically predicted Tem between 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless 
machines having Hat- and T-type magnet pole and linear FEA predicted Tem for SAS, 
SAS+3
rd
, ICS, and ICS+3
rd
 with the same Vpm correspondingly. 
Furthermore, with consideration of both irreversible demagnetization and manufacturing 
feasibility, together with maximum Tem, hpm1 is chosen to be equal to 1.0 mm (in this case, the 
minimum flux densities in the magnet on full load are 0.437T and 0.2879T for Hat- and T-
type magnet poles, respectively) and the corresponding design parameters are listed in 
TABLE.4-V for further ∆θ optimization. 
TABLE.4-V INITIALLY OPTIMIZED DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR HAT AND T-TYPE, PLUS 
CONVENTIONAL POLE 
 






Hat-type Rmp = 0.63 Rmp = 0.74 Rmp = 0.53 Rmp = 0.66 
T-type Rmp = 0.62 Rmp = 0.73 Rmp = 0.51 Rmp = 0.65 





) 1.845 2.020 1.660 1.890 
 
Fig.4.20 and Fig.4.21 show the optimal Tem is varied as a function of ∆θ for different Vpm 
and magnet shaping techniques. Tem reaches the maximum value at magnetization angle ∆θ of 
70, 64, 74, and 69 for Hat-type when Vpm is equal to that of SAS, SAS+3
rd
, ICS, and ICS+3
rd 
shaping techniques, respectively. Meanwhile, Tem reaches the maximum value at ∆θ of 34, 26, 
42, and 32 for T-type magnet pole when Vpm is equal to that of SAS, SAS+3
rd





shaping techniques, respectively.  
 
(a) Vpm equal to SAS 
 








(d) Vpm equal to ICS+3
rd
 
Fig.4.20. Analytically predicted variation of optimal ∆θ for 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless 
machine having Hat-type magnet pole. 
 
(a) Vpm equal to SAS 
 






(c) Vpm equal to ICS 
 
(d) Vpm equal to ICS+3
rd
 
Fig.4.21. Analytically predicted variation of optimal ∆θ for 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless 
machine having T-type magnet pole. 
Fig.4.22 indicates that the amplitude of Tem is significantly boosted by using T-type magnet 
pole with optimal ∆θ. The comparison shows that about maximum 5% and 10% increase of 
torque can be achieved by adopting Hat- and T-type magnet pole in contrast with sine and 
cosine magnet shaping techniques, but such merit diminishes as Vpm reduces. Although the 
peak-to-peak Tem ripple ((4.9)) for magnet pole having both Hat and T-type magnet pole 
increased by 0.88% and 0.53%, respectively, if compared with both sine and cosine magnet 
shaping techniques, it is still relatively small and acceptable for high performance 
applications. Furthermore, the magnet usage for T-type magnet pole is more efficiently than 
magnet shaping techniques as shown in Table VI. 
    
         




where, Tmax is the maximum amplitude of Tem waveform, Tmin is the minimum amplitude of 
Tem waveform, and Tav is the average value of Tem waveform. 
As can be seen from Fig.4.22 and TABLE.4-VI, the conventional magnet pole having αp < 
1 is main contender with T-type magnet pole when Vpm is equal to each other. Therefore, the 
influence of pole pair number needs to be investigated for understanding the best application 
for T-type magnet pole in contrast with conventional magnet pole having αp < 1. For 
simplicity, Fig.4.24 compares the analytically predicted Bag1 for slotless model between 
conventional magnet pole, Hat- and T-type under four different Vpm conditions by having 
fixed design parameters listed in Table V, where each condition presents the same Vpm when 
p =5 in accordance with SAS, SAS+3
rd
, ICS and ICS+3
rd
 shaping techniques, respectively. It 
is observed that the higher the pole pair number, the larger the value of Bag1 will be obtained 
for T-type in contrast with Hat-type and conventional magnet pole (αp < 1), due to reduced 
curvature effect. In contrast to analytically predicted results, the amplitudes of 
electromagnetic torque for different magnet pole structures are decreased by nearly 5%, while 
the corresponding torque ripples are increased by 10% if compared with non-linear FEA 
predicted results in Fig 4.23 and Table 4-VII, respectively. 
 













Fig.4.22. Comparison of analytically predicted Tem waveform for 12-slot/10-pole PM 
brushless machine having magnet pole with αp < 1, Hat and T-type magnet poles between 
linear FEA predicted Tem for machine having SAS, SAS+3
rd
, ICS, and ICS+3
rd
 shaping 

















Fig.4.23. Comparison of non-linear FEA predicted Tem waveform for 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless 
machine having magnet pole with αp < 1, Hat and T-type magnet poles between linear FEA predicted 
Tem for machine having SAS, SAS+3
rd
, ICS, and ICS+3
rd
 shaping method, together with the same Vpm. 
 
TABLE.4-VI COMPARISON OF ELECTROMAGNETIC TORQUE (NM), CORRESPONDING PEAK-TO-





 Magnet pole 
Designated Vpm Hat-type T-type Conventional SAS 
SAS 
Tem 4.73 4.98 4.96 4.53 
Tpp 0.97% 0.53% 0.25% 0.09% 
ηPM 2.57 2.70 2.69 2.46 






Tem 5.07 5.27 5.18 4.93 
Tpp 0.20% 0.40% 0.72% 0.19% 
ηPM 2.51 2.61 2.56 2.44 
Designated Vpm Hat-type T-type Conventional ICS 
ICS 
Tem 4.36 4.61 4.68 4.50 
Tpp 1.09% 0.85% 0.67% 0.32% 
ηPM 2.63 2.78 2.82 2.71 






Tem 4.83 5.07 5.03 4.84 
Tpp 0.75% 0.38% 0.46% 0.11% 
ηPM 2.56 2.68 2.66 2.56 
TABLE.4-VII COMPARISON OF NON-LINEAR FEA PREDICTED ELECTROMAGNETIC TORQUE (NM), 








 Magnet pole 
Designated Vpm Hat-type T-type Conventional SAS 
SAS 
Tem 4.49 4.73 4.71 4.30 
Tpp 1.07% 0.58% 0.28% 0.10% 
ηPM 2.44 2.57 2.56 2.34 






Tem 4.82 5.01 4.92 4.68 
Tpp 0.22% 0.44% 0.79% 0.21% 
ηPM 2.39 2.48 2.43 2.32 
Designated Vpm Hat-type T-type Conventional ICS 
ICS 
Tem 4.14 4.38 4.45 4.28 
Tpp 1.20% 0.94% 0.74% 0.35% 
ηPM 2.50 2.64 2.68 2.58 






Tem 4.59 4.82 4.78 4.60 
Tpp 0.83% 0.42% 0.51% 0.12% 








(b) Vpm equal to SAS+3
rd
 when p = 5 
 
(c) Vpm equal to ICS when p = 5 
 
(d) Vpm equal to ICS+3
rd 
when p = 5 
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Fig.4.24. Comparison of analytically predicted optimal Bag1 with the variation of both ∆θ and 
p for slotless model under four Vpm conditions. 
4.7 Summary 
This chapter proposes magnet poles having unequal-magnet height, i.e. the Hat- and T-type 
magnets, together with optimized Halbach magnetization. An analytical model based on sub-
domain technique is developed and validated by FEA for investigation. It shows that T-type 
magnet pole exhibits significant potential to achieve low torque ripple, high electromagnetic 
torque, and low magnet usage simultaneously. T-type magnet pole presents relative larger 
ratio of average output torque to PM volume in contrast with conventional 3-segment 
Halbach array. By adopting T-type magnet pole, the inherent large inter-pole leakage flux is 
significantly reduced in contrast with Hat-type magnet pole and traditional magnet shaping 
techniques.  
4.8 Appendix 
According to (4.2), the expression of Mrn can be fully expanded and deduced as: 
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CHAPTER 5 ANALYSIS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC 
PERFORMANCE OF HALBACH PM BRUSHLESS 
MACHINES HAVING MIXED GRADE AND UNEQUAL 
HEIGHT OF MAGNETS 
The PM brushless machine having mixed high cost NdFeB and low cost ferrite magnets 
with modular unequal height pole, i.e. the modular Hat- and T-type poles, together with 
optimized Halbach magnetization are proposed in this chapter. The electromagnetic 
performances of proposed magnet poles are analytically investigated, together with the finite 
element analyses.  
5.1 Introduction 
Since the Neodymium Iron Baron (NdFeB) magnets were developed in early 1980s [1][2], 
they are becoming increasingly popular across a wide range of products, such as high 
performance motors and generators for aerospace, automotive, renewable energy, and 
domestic appliances etc. However, the price of NdFeB magnets has been raised rapidly over 
the last few years, which has increased the awareness of cost-effective design and leads the 
magnet usage efficiency ηpm, to be an important design concern for industry applications. 
Meanwhile, low torque ripple and sinusoidal air-gap flux density are desirable for many 
applications. As regards to foregoing discussions, the employment of magnet shaping and 
Halbach magnetization may be difficult to achieve high ηpm. It is therefore the Hat- and T-
type magnet poles are proposed in chapter 4, which combined merits of both shaping and 
Halbach magnetization. Recently, apart from those magnet poles, the modular pole technique 
is introduced by adopting different magnet materials to create magnet pole [175]-[177].With 
the aid of proper design, high ηpm for machines having modular pole technique can be 
achievable. This chapter aims to combine the merits of previous proposed Hat- and T-type 
magnet pole and modular pole technique to achieve low ripple and high ηpm, while avoid the 
negative impact of inter-pole leakage on output torque. 
The magnet poles having unequal-magnet height, modular high cost NdFeB (white part) 
and low cost ferrite (grey part) magnets, together with Halbach magnetization are proposed in 
this chapter, as illustrated in Fig.5.1(c)-(f), which are designated as modular Hat-type with 
equal side-magnet height (modular Hat-type ESMH, Fig.5.1(c)), modular T-type with equal 
side-magnet height (modular T-type ESMH, Fig.5.1(d)), modular Hat-type with unequal side-
magnet height and magnet grade (modular Hat-type USMH, Fig.5.1(e)) and modular T-type 
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with unequal side-magnet height and magnet grade (modular T-type USMH, Fig.5.1(f)) 
magnet poles, respectively. Further, Fig.5.1 also shows the conventional Hat-type and T-type 
magnet poles (Fig.5.1(a) and (b)) in which the side magnets have the same material as the 
mid-magnet segment but different height. It should be noted that, in the  modular Hat- and T-
type magnet poles, where each magnet pole is constructed by a mid-magnet, plus a side-
magnet on left and right sides which may exhibit different magnetization direction, magnet 
grade, or height. In each magnet, the magnet segment is parallel magnetized. In order to 
facilitate a comparative study and design optimization, a 2-D field model with SD method is 
developed for predicting the magnetic field distribution and electromagnetic torque, while its 
accuracy is examined by FEA. The comparison study between 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless 
machine having conventional and modular Hat- and T-type magnet poles and conventional 3-
segments Halbach array is carried out. The demagnetization withstand capabilities are also 
examined. Moreover, the influence of rotor pole pair number is investigated. 
 
(a) Conventional Hat-type 
 
(b) Conventional T-type 
 
(c) Modular Hat-type ESMH 
 




(e) Modular Hat-type USMH 
 
(f) Modular T-type USMH 
Fig.5.1. Configurations of conventional and modular Hat- and T-type magnet poles. 
5.2 Analytical Sub-Domain Models for Modular Hat- and T-Type PM Machines 
Similar to foregoing developed SD model, the symbols and cross-sectional diagram of 
proposed T-type USMH is illustrated in Fig.5.2, where the straight stator tooth and non-
magnetic base in used again to simplify the analysis. 
 
Fig.5.2. Symbols and cross-section of PM brushless machine having modular T-type USMH 
magnet pole in SD model. 
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For each magnet segment, if its magnetization is parallel and the magnet height is equal to 
each other, these magnetization components with design parameters shown in Fig.5.3(c) are 
fully described in TABLE.5-I over one pole pair, where Brm is the remanence of mid-magnet, 
BrsL is the remanence of left side-magnet, BrsR is the remanence of right side-magnet, hpm is 
the magnet height for mid-magnet, hpmL is the magnet heights of left side-magnet, hpmR is the 
magnet height of right side-magnet. The magnetization directions for both left and right side-
magnet are represented as ∆θL and ∆θR, respectively. Moreover, it should be noted that the 
side-magnet thickness for USMH poles needs to be adjusted to avoid even-harmonic contents 
due to asymmetric distributed air-gap flux density waveform. 
 
(a) Modular Hat-type USMH 
 




(c) General model with equal-magnet height 
Fig.5.3. Design parameter identification for modular Hat- and T-type USMH magnet pole. 
TABLE.5-I Magnetization Components for Hat- and T-type Magnet Pole Over One Pole Pair 
Magnetization component Position 
     
    
   
 
  
    




   
    
  
                               
    
    
  




   
  
    




   
   
  
    
    
   
  





    
  
   




   
    
  
                               
    
    
  




    
  
   
   
  
 
     
    
  
   
  








    
    
  
             
 
 
                
 
 
    
   
    
  
             
 
 
                
 
 










      







    
   
  




   
   
  








   






    









    
    
  
             
 
 
                
 
 
    
   
    
  
             
 
 
                
 
 




    












     
    











Furthermore, based on asymmetrically distributed magnetization components over one pole 
pitch, such as those shown in Fig.5.3(a)-(c), the general expression of Mr and Mθ which can 
be also used for symmetrically distributed cases are written as 
                     
        
                   (5.1) 
                     
        
                   (5.2) 
where the cosine and sine components of magnetization Mrn can be calculated as:  
           = 
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(5.4) 
 
Similarly, the cosine and sine components of Mθn can be calculated,  
           = 
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(5.6) 
The fully derived expressions of Mrncos(npθ), Mrnsin(npθ), Mθncos(npθ) and Mθnsin(npθ) are given in 
(5.7)-(5.10) in Appendix of this chapter.  
In order to solve the overall air-gap flux density for the modular Hat- and T-type magnet 
pole shown in Fig.5.3(a)-(b), the superposition theory is applied as illustrated in TABLE.5-II. 
It reveals that the overall air-gap flux density distribution for Hat-type magnet pole is 
calculated by initially setting Brm = 0 T and BrsR = 0 T in (5.3)-(5.6), while changing BrsL 
together with left side-magnet height hpmL to the desired values (Part A) when the calculating 
air-gap path is fixed. After that, the air-gap flux density for right side-magnet is deduced by 
setting BrsR and hpmR into desired value, while BrsL = 0 T and Brm = 0 T (Part B). Then, the air-
gap flux density distribution for mid-magnet is predicted by setting Brm and mid-magnet 
height hpm to the desired values, while setting BrsL = 0 T and BrsR = 0 T (Part C). Ultimately, 
the overall air-gap flux density distribution for Hat-type magnet pole is calculated by 
summing up the foregoing predicted value of Part A, Part B and Part C. In the similar 
manner, the overall air-gap flux density distribution of T-type magnet pole is calculated by 
summing up the value of Part 1, Part 3 and Part 4, then minus Part 2, as illustrated in 
TABLE.5-II. It should be noted that aforementioned superposition methods in TABLE.5-II 
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can be also applied to conventional and modular Hat- and T-type ESMH magnet pole cases, 
in Fig.5.1. 
Then, the air-gap flux density distribution accounting for slotting effect can be predicted by 
using SD model. Since the entire SD model was elaborately discussed and fully derived in 
APPENDIX III and the simplified expression of SD model was given in chapter 3, it will not 
be duplicated again in this chapter. By solving the air-gap flux density distribution, the 
electromagnetic performances, including flux-linkage, back-EMF, and electromagnetic 
torque waveforms of PM brushless machine having proposed magnet pole structures can be 
predicted by adopting similar expressions of flux-linkage, back-EMF and electromagnetic 
torque waveforms in (3.22) and (3.23). 
TABLE.5-II SUPERPOSITION THEORY FOR MODULAR HAT AND T-TYPE MAGNET 
Modular Hat-type Modular T-type 
  
Part A Part 1 
  
Part B Part 2 
  




Hat-type = Part A + Part B + Part C Part 4 
 
 
T-type = Part 1 – Part 2 + Part 3 +Part 4 
5.3 Finite-Element Validation 
The analytical model is validated by linear FEA on a prototype 12-slot/10-pole PM 
brushless machine whose design parameters (where the design parameters of rotor part is not 
optimized) are shown in TABLE.5-III. 
TABLE.5-III MACHINES DESIGN PARAMETER (DEFAULT UNIT: MM) 
Rated speed, rpm 400 Slot opening,     2.0 
Pole number,    10 Air-gap length,     1.0 
Stator slot number,    12 Active length,     50 
Tooth-tip height,     1.5 Stator back-iron thickness,       3.7 
Tooth body width,  - Stator outer diameter,      100 
Stator inner diameter, Dsi 57 Rotor outer diameter,      55 
Rotor inner diameter, Dri 49 Shaft diameter,      34 
No. of series turns per phase, N 132 Peak phase current, I (A) 10 
NdFeB, Br (T) 1.2 NdFeB μr 1.05 
Ferrite, Br (T) 0.4 Ferrite μr 1.05 
Magnet ratio, Rmp 0.50 Pole-arc to pole-pitch ratio, αp 1.00 
Magnetization angle of left side-magnet, 
∆θL 
60 
Magnetization angle of right side-
magnet, ∆θR 
40 
Magnet height of mid- magnet, hpm 3.0 Magnet height of left side- magnet, hpmL 1.5 
Magnet height of Right side- magnet, hpmR 3.0 Remanence of left side-magnet, BrsL (T) 1.2 
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Remanence of right side-magnet, BrsR (T) 0.4 Remanence of mid-magnet, Brm (T) 1.2 
 
In order to correspond to the foregoing developed analytical model, the stator with straight 
tooth-tips is also applied to the linear FEA model with exactly the same geometry parameters. 
The analytically and FEA predicted air-gap flux density distributions, phase back-EMF, and 
electromagnetic torque waveforms are compared in Fig.5.4-8 for the prototype machine 





(b) Circumferential  
Fig.5.4. Comparison of analytical and FEA predicted air-gap flux density components for 12-




(a) Radial  
 
(b) Circumferential  
Fig.5.5. Comparison of analytical and FEA predicted air-gap flux density components for 12-







Fig.5.6. FEA predicted vector potential distributions for 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless 
machines having modular Hat- and T-type USMH magnet pole. 
 
(a) Phase back-EMF, 400 rpm 
 
(b) Electromagnetic torque 
Fig.5.7. Comparison of analytical and FEA predicted phase back-EMF at 400 rpm and 
electromagnetic torque waveforms for 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless machine having modular 




(a) Phase back-EMF, 400 rpm 
 
(b) Electromagnetic torque 
Fig.5.8. Comparison of analytical and FEA predicted phase back-EMF at 400 rpm and 
electromagnetic torque waveforms for 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless machine having modular 
T-type USMH magnet pole. 
5.4 Comparison of Conventional and Modular Hat- and T-Type Magnet Poles 
Since the amplitude of Tem in the Halbach magnetized machine can be optimized by 
varying both magnet arc ratio Rmp and magnetization angle ∆θ (∆θL = ∆θR, if two side-
magnets having the same magnet height-to-width ratio), Tem for the 12-slot/10-pole PM 
brushless machine having a conventional (same magnet height and same magnet material) 3-
segment Halbach array has been globally optimized in [24]. The overall optimized Tem for 
prototype machine having conventional 3-segment Halbach array is obtained when αp = 1.0, 
Rmp = 0.70 and ∆θ = 40, respectively, while the machine having a conventional T-type ESMH 
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magnet pole can exhibit significantly larger optimal Tem than a conventional Hat-type ESMH 
magnet pole when hpmL = hpmR = hpm/2. Moreover, it is commonly accepted that there is no 
overall optimal result for magnet pole having mixed grade magnet materials since the higher 
the remanence used the better performance will be obtained. Therefore, the mixed grade 
magnet pole is developed upon an optimized conventional magnet pole structure, but aims to 
achieve higher magnet usage efficiency ηpm, which is equal to the average torque divided by 
the magnet volume. Thus, to form the modular Hat- and T-type USMH based on the 
foregoing global optimized conventional 3-segment Halbach array, the right side-magnet of a 
conventional Hat- and T-type magnet pole is replaced by ferrite magnet with fully used rotor 
volume, e.g. hpmR = 3.0 mm, on the basis of its low price, nearly negligible asymmetric 
influence on air-gap flux density and away from on-load field (one way rotating case). 
Fig.5.9 compares the optimal Tem and ηpm (since the price of NdFeB magnet is much higher 
than that of Ferrite magnet, ηpm in this section will only consider Vpm of NdFeB magnet) for 
the machines having conventional and modular Hat- and T-type magnet poles as illustrated in 
Fig.5.1 when the remanence ratio of two PM materials Brs/Brm = 0.4/1.2 = 1/3. It reveals that 
the modular T-type USMH exhibit relative large optimal Tem, plus the largest ηpm but relative 
small NdFeB usage when hpmL is chosen between 1.5mm and 2.0mm in contrast to other 
magnet poles. 
 




(b) Optimal ηPM 
 
(c) Optimal NdFeB usage 
Fig.5.9. Analytically predicted optimal Tem, ηPM and NdFeB usage for 12-slot/10-pole PM 
brushless machines having optimized conventional and modular Hat- and T-type magnet 
poles with the variation of side-magnet height and magnetization angles when Brs/Brm = 
0.4/1.2 = 1/3. 
As regards to the foregoing analysis, side-magnet height for T-type magnet pole towards to 
half of the mid-magnet height together with NdFeB material can exhibit good performance in 
contrast to Hat-type, conventional pole and conventional 3-segment Halbach array. On the 
other hand, hpmL = 1.5 mm is also suitable for modular T-type with unequal side-magnet 
height, since the asymmetric distortion of phase back-EMF is relative small, Fig.5.10. The 
analytically predicted Tem between 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless machines having 
conventional pole, optimized 3-segment Halbach array, conventional Hat- and T-type magnet 
pole, modular Hat- and T-type ESMH magnet pole, together with modular Hat- and T-type 
USMH magnet pole, are compared in Fig.5.11. The linear FEA predicted vector potential 
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distributions of those machines with the optimal magnetization angle are illustrated in 
Fig.5.12. 
 
(a) Phase back-EMF, at 400 rpm 
 
(b) Spectra 
Fig.5.10. Comparison of analytically predicted phase back-EMF waveform and spectra 
between 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless machines having optimized modular Hat- and T-type 




Fig.5.11. Comparison of analytically predicted Tem waveform between 12-slot/10-pole PM 
brushless machines having conventional, optimized 3-segment Halbach, conventional Hat- 
and T-type magnet pole, modular Hat- and T-type magnet poles. 
 




(b) Conventional 3-segment Halbach 
 
(c) Hat-type (Conventional) 
 
(d) T-type (Conventional) 
 




(f) Modular T-type ESMH 
 
(g) Modular Hat-type USMH 
 
(h) Modular T-type USMH 
Fig.5.12. Linear FEA predicted vector potential distribution of 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless 
machines having conventional pole, optimized conventional 3-segment Halbach array, 
conventional Hat- and T-type, modular Hat- and T-type magnet poles. 
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5.5 Investigation on Machine Having Modular Hat- and T-Type USMH Magnet Pole 
According to the foregoing analysis, the machines having conventional T-type magnet pole 
exhibit significantly higher Tem than that with conventional Hat-type magnet pole, which can 
be explained by the reduced inter-pole leakage flux, as highlighted in Fig.5.13(a)-(b). 
Moreover, the amount of inter-pole leakage flux for conventional Hat-type magnet pole can 
be also effectively reduced by adopting modular Hat-type USMH magnet pole (hpmL = 1.5 
mm and hpmR = 3.0 mm which are also applied to T-type USMH), Fig.5.13(d). As a 
consequence, the flux-linkage of modular Hat-type USMH magnet pole is higher than that of 
conventional Hat-type magnet pole as compared in Fig.5.14(a) and Fig.5.14(c), which in turn 
leads to the modular Hat-type USMH magnet pole to produce slightly higher Tem than the 
conventional Hat-type magnet pole (Fig.5.11) but lower NdFeB usage (Fig.5.9(c)). The 
demagnetization withstand capability (DWC) for the conventional and modular Hat- and T-
type USMH magnet poles is examined, as illustrated in Fig.5.15, where only the application 
of one way rotating, such as fan and wind power generation etc., are considered. The position 
is determined as the worst case (the peak torque condition in this chapter) only for a single 
magnet pole by observing its flux density distribution during one electrical period. However, 
this specific worst position is only suitable for a single magnet pole, meanwhile the rest of 
magnet poles are not suffering from the worst case during this time. Since the irreversible 
demagnetization of the given NdFeB (N42H) and ferrite (FB9H) magnet happens when 
minimum flux density (B) in the magnetization direction of magnet is lower than ~0.1T and 
~0T with the working temperature around 60 degree, respectively, thus all the conventional 
and modular Hat- and T-type USMH magnet pole cases are sustainable and therefore feasible 
for the designed maximum on-load condition (TABLE.5-III). However, it can be noted that 
Hat-type magnet pole presents much better DWC performance than T-type magnet pole due 
to side-magnets being away from on-load field. It should be noted that the irreversible 
demagnetization of side-magnet by using ferrite magnet will not happen even when prototype 
machine is working around -20 degree condition. However, in order to save the space, the 
detailed flux density distribution figures with the minimum amplitude marks in their 




(a) Conventional Hat-type 
 
(b) Conventional T-type 
 
 




(d) Modular T-type USMH 
Fig.5.13. Comparison of FEA predicted inter-pole leakage flux between optimized 
conventional and modular Hat- and T-type USMH magnet poles when Brm = 0 T. 
 
(a) Conventional Hat-type 
 




(c) Modular Hat-type USMH 
 
(d) Modular T-type USMH 
Fig.5.14. Comparison of FEA predicted flux which can be linked with the coil between 
optimized conventional and modular Hat-and T-type USMH magnet poles when Brm = 0 T. 
 




(ii). Potential demagnetization area 
(a) Conventional Hat-type 
 
(i). On-load field 
 
(ii). Potential demagnetization area 
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(b) Conventional T-type 
 
(i). On-load field 
 
(ii). Potential demagnetization area 




(i). On-load field 
 
(ii). Potential demagnetization area 
(d) Modular T-type USMH 
Fig.5.15. Demagnetization investigation on 12-slot/10-pole PM brushless machines having 
conventional and modular Hat- and T-type USMH magnet pole when q-axis current is 
maximized. 
Furthermore, the investigation on the curvature effect in accordance to rotor pole pair 
variation is examined by adopting slotless model with given rotor outer diameter and air-gap 
length in Table II. In this slotless model, the variation of the air-gap flux density waveform 
with p is analytically global optimized, while the fundamental air-gap flux density Bag1 is 
calculated by using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) from the obtained flux density waveforms. 
Further, in this case, Bag1 is used instead of Tem for slotless model, since its amplitude can 
directly reflect the magnitude of Tem. Therefore, Bag1/Vpm can be used to represent the 
foregoing magnet usage ηpm = Tem/Vpm. Fig.5.16 reveals that although conventional 3-segment 
Halbach array exhibits the highest amplitude of Bag1, the similar magnet usage efficiency 
which is defined as Bag1/Vpm(NdFeB) still demonstrates the relative merits of modular T-type, 








Fig.5.16. Comparison of analytically predicted Bag1 and ratio of Bag1/Vpm(NdFeB) for slotless 
machines having conventional pole (αp = 1), 3-segment Halbach array, conventional Hat- and 
T-type magnet pole, and modular Hat- and T-type USMH magnet pole with overall optimized 
Rmp and magnetization angles. 
5.6 Summary 
This chapter proposes the permanent magnet machines having mixed high cost NdFeB 
magnets and low cost ferrite magnets to form modular unequal side-magnet height pole, i.e. 
the modular Hat- and T-type magnets with either equal or unequal side-magnet height, 
together with optimized Halbach magnetizations. The investigation shows that a modular T-
type magnet pole with unequal side-magnet height and different magnet materials exhibits 
significant potential to achieve low torque ripple, relative high electromagnetic torque, and 
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low NdFeB usage simultaneously. Meanwhile, it also presents a high ratio of average 
electromagnetic torque to PM volume in contrast to a conventional 3-segment Halbach array. 
By adopting the T-type magnet pole, the inherent large inter-pole leakage flux is reduced in 
contrast to the Hat-type magnet pole. Further, the modular technique can also reduce the 
inter-pole leakage flux in the conventional Hat-type magnet pole. Due to side-magnet being 
away from on-load field, both conventional and modular Hat-type magnet poles present 
better demagnetization withstand capability than conventional and modular T-type magnet 
pole.  
5.7 Appendix 
According to (5.3) and (5.4), the expressions of Mrn(cosnpθ) and Mrn(sinnpθ) can be fully 
expanded and derived as: 
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and 
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   (5.8) 
Similarly, according to (5.5) and (5.6), the circumferential air-gap flux density components 
Mθn(sinnpθ) and Mθn(cosnpθ) can be derived as: 
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   (5.9) 
and, 
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CHAPTER 6 ANALYTICAL PREDICTION OF OPTIMAL 
SPLIT RATIO FOR FRACTIONAL-SLOT EXTERNAL 
ROTOR PM BRUSHLESS MACHINES 
The split ratio is one of the most important design parameters for PM brushless machines. 
It has been optimized for maximum torque density with both internal rotor and tubular PM 
brushless machines over last decades. In this chapter, the optimal split ratio for both non-
overlapping and overlapping winding external rotor PM brushless machines have been 
derived analytically, with due account for the influence of both fixed and variable rotor back-
iron thickness, pole number, slot number, winding factor, tooth-tip, and end-winding length. 
Moreover, the variation of optimal split ratio with slot and pole combinations, tooth-tips, and 
maximum flux density in the stator/rotor lamination is also investigated. The theoretical 
analyses are verified by FEA. 
6.1 Introduction 
It is well known that the split ratio between the rotor and stator outer diameters is an 
important design parameter of permanent magnet (PM) brushless machines. The split ratio 
for external rotor machine is defined as the ratio of outer stator diameter to outer rotor 
diameter. Previous work [200] has confirmed the existence of optimal split ratio for minimum 
copper loss. Although the numerical methods, such as FEA, can be used to analyse the 
influence of split ratio, the analytical methods are preferred as the stage of preliminary design 
and optimization. Analytical methods were developed in [201]-[203] for SPM machines, 
neglecting the influence of tooth-tips and end-winding. A recent study [204] has reported an 
improved analytical model accounting for the combination of slot and pole numbers, 
brushless DC and AC operation modes, tooth-tips and end-winding length. Furthermore, an 
analytical model in [205] was developed for determining the optimal split ratio of fractional-
slot interior PM machines with flux focusing technique. In contrast with studies in rotary 
machines, the analytical approach to determine the optimal split ratio of tubular PM machines 
to date was subjected to two distinguished methodologies from the foregoing stated algorithm, 
viz. 2-D field model [207][208] and the lumped circuit model [209]. Those analytical 
approaches for the determination of optimal split ratio, as stated above, are only developed 
for internal rotor [200]-[206] and tubular [207]-[209] PM machines. 
Up to date, the increasing awareness of high performance electrical vehicles (EV) 
stimulates the research activity to enhance the electrical machine performance. Hence, the 
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external rotor PM brushless machine becomes popular for in-wheel traction applications, on 
the basis of their short stack length and high torque density. Meanwhile, the external rotor 
PM brushless machines are also widely applied for wind power generation system. However, 
the approaches of analytical optimal split ratio prediction as stated above are not applicable 
for external rotor machines. Therefore, this chapter proposes an analytical model to predict 
the optimal split ratio for external rotor PM brushless machines. 
The air-gap flux density of internal rotor machines is generally independent of the split 
ratio. Thus, in the analytical model for internal rotor PM machines, the optimal split ratio is 
obtained for a specified air-gap flux density. The optimal split ratio reduces and the torque 
increases correspondingly, when the air-gap flux density increases. Therefore, the proper 
design is based on a trade-off between magnet volume and torque density, but usually not a 
global optimum [205]. Nonetheless, the air-gap flux density of the external rotor PM machine 
is a function of the split ratio, Fig.6.1(a). It decreases as the split ratio increases due to the 
variation of PM thickness. The decrease of the air-gap flux density competing with the 
increased the slot area leads to an optimal split ratio and an optimal air-gap flux density for 
the maximum torque, Fig.6.1(b). 
This chapter proposes a general analytical model of optimal split ratio determination for 
external rotor SPM machines having both fixed (due to mechanical consideration) and  
variable rotor back-iron thickness, together with either overlapping windings or non-
overlapping windings. It accounts for the influence of end-winding length, stator back-iron 
thickness, and curvature effect. Its validity is confirmed by FEA on an overlapping winding 
(24-slot/8-pole) machine and a non-overlapping winding (24-slot/28-pole) machine, in 
Fig.6.2. 
 




(b) Torque density versus split ratio 
Fig.6.1. Variation of air-gap flux density and torque density with split ratio. 
 
(a) 24-slot/28-pole machine                                   (b) 24-slot/8-pole machine 
Fig.6.2. Geometries of 24-slot/28-pole and 24-slot/8-pole external rotor SPM machines. 
TABLE 6-I. MAIN PARAMETER OF PROTOTYPE 24-SLOT MACHINES 
Stator slot number,    24 Slot opening,    (mm) 2.0 
Tooth-tips height,    (mm) 1.5 Air-gap length,    (mm) 1.0 
Rotor outer diameter,     (mm) 240 Active length,    (mm) 59.5 
PM remanence,    (T) 1.22 Copper loss (W) 58 




6.2 Analytical Determination of Optimal Split Ratio 
The optimal split ratio for a three-phase brushless DC motor with a non-overlapping 
winding will be derived, by assuming 
 trapezoidal air-gap flux density distribution 
     electrical conduction 
 parallel side stator teeth, without tooth tips 
 neglecting end windings 
 rotor cage diameter is fixed 
6.2.1 Fixed Rotor Back-Iron Thickness 
The rotor back-iron thickness      is fixed initially. The schematic view of two non-
overlapping and overlapping winding 24-slot hub machines are shown in Fig.6.2 and their 
main design parameters are defined and can be found in TABLE 6-I.  
    The PM thickness (hm) can be determined as: 
            
    
    
  
 
where, hm is the magnet thickness, lg is the air-gap length, Hm and Hg are the magnetic 
intensities of magnet and air-gap, respectively. Further, if 
      
Thus, 
             
            
    
  
 
       
  
  
      
       
  
  










where, Bm is the flux density in magnet and Bg is the air-gap flux density. Then, the 
amplitude of air-gap flux density        which can be treated as a function of the split ratio   
and derived as: 
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 (6.3) 
where the split ratio is: 
          (6.4) 
where     is the stator outer diameter and 
         (6.5) 
   
   





The electromagnetic torque under brushless DC operation mode (Since the air-gap flux 
density is assumed to be trapezoidally distributed, the BLDC operation mode is chosen as 
desired operation mode in this chapter. However, the BLAC operation can be also applied to 
proposed analytical model which has no influence on optimal split ratio prediction in contrast 
to the BLDC operation, but only varies the amplitude of average torque), when the air-gap 
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flux density is uniformly distributed and the armature reaction effect is ignored, can be 
obtained as: 
                           (6.7) 
where     is the number of turns per phase and    is the amplitude of phase current. 
By taking account of the end-winding length, the calculation of is extra copper loss that 
affects torque density variation may be separated into two cases, viz. non-overlapping and 
overlapping winding machines, Fig.6.3. The average end-winding length as shown in Fig.6.3 
can be estimated by: 
        (6.8) 
                  (6.9) 
where    ,      and      are the average, outer and inner radii of end-winding, respectively. 
By considering the effect of end-winding length, the motor copper loss is derived as: 
         
   
  
     
      
 (6.10) 
Thus, 
    
         
     
         
 (6.11) 
where    is the slot area,    is the winding packing factor, and   is the resistivity of the 
winding. 
 




(b) Overlapping winding 
Fig.6.3. Illustration of end-winding length. 
By simplifying the expression of parameters independent of the split ratio variation as a 
constant, the torque density can be expressed in terms of   as: 
   
  
       
      
  
     
      
     
     
 (6.12) 
where the flux density ratio      is: 
                  (6.13) 
and 
   
      
     
      (6.14) 
where   is a constant value for a given copper loss,       is the maximum flux density in the 
stator lamination accounting for the magnetic saturation, and normally is chosen around the 
knee point of the specific lamination B-H curve on the open-circuit condition [205]. 
The nominal torque density is deduced as: 
         (6.15) 
It should be emphasized that the slot area    in (6.12) varies with the split ratio. 
Consequently, the variations of both stator tooth body thickness and stator back-iron 
thickness with   are necessary to be understood. It is assumed that the flux passing the air-
gap per slot-pitch completely flows into the stator tooth body if the leakage flux is neglected 
for both overlapping and non-overlapping winding machines. Hence, the stator tooth body 
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width is written by: 
   
             
  
 (6.16) 
In addition, the required stator back-iron thickness      to keep       is equal to half of the 
tooth body width    for machines with the number of slots per pole       [204]. However, 
for machines with      , the required      is obtained assuming that the flux in the stator 
back-iron is equal to half of the flux per pole [205]. Eventually, the required      is derived 
according to two cases: 
For            
             
   
 (6.17) 
For            
             
   
 (6.18) 
where    is the number of pole pair. Moreover, machines having non-overlapping windings 
exhibit both       and       cases, while machines having overlapping windings have 
only       case. 
In practice, the real      can be thicker than required value due to mechanical constraint, as 
shown in Fig.6.4(c) where     and      indicate the required slot inner diameter to achieve 
      and the real slot inner diameter, respectively.    is initially increasing as   increases, 
Fig.6.4(a). Then, two stator tooth bodies contact each other as long as    is increased to a 
certain thickness, Fig.6.4(b), and keep contact for a range of the split ratio, Fig.6.4(c). 
Further,    is reduced significantly when   is near to 1, which causes two stator bodies to be 
separated, Fig.6.4(d). Therefore, in accordance with Fig.6.4, the analytical expression of 
nominal torque density     is derived based on two conditions, viz. (1)    ; (2)    , 
where the angles   and   are defined as: 
For                
          
              
  (6.19) 
For                
             
                   
  (6.20) 
  






(a)     (b)     
 
(c)     (d)     
Fig.6.4.Variation of stator tooth body width and stator inner area including stator back-iron 
and hub system areas with split ratio  . The split ratio increases from (a)-(d). 
Ultimately, the    expressions of the proposed model based on different   numbers are 
summarized in Tables II-III and IV for three cases. The symbols   and   in the tables are the 
shaft and tooth-tip ratios, and given by           and          . Those foregoing 
equations reveal     is only depending on the split ratio for external rotor machine. However, 
    is a function of two independent variables, viz.    and split ratio, for internal rotor 
machine. 
It is important to notice that an expression of optimal split ratio for the maximum     can 
be derived but it is mathematically complicated. Instead, the optimal split ratio can be easily 
determined by scanning     with the split ratio. 
6.2.2 Variable Rotor Back-Iron Thickness 
For the majority machine design,      should be varied to avoid the saturation in the rotor 
back iron, i.e. keeping a desired maximum flux density level,      , in the rotor lamination. 
As can be seen in Fig.6.5, the flux leaving from one magnet pole     are separated into two 
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equal parts of opposite direction in the rotor back-iron     . This phenomenon can be 
mathematically expressed as: 
          
                   
   
            (6.22) 
where    is the pole pair number. 
By substituting (6.3) into (6.22), the      can be obtained by solving the quadratic formula 
as: 
     




            (6.24) 
                                            (6.25) 
            
          (6.26) 
where the flux density ratio for rotor part is written as: 
  
      
     
 (6.27) 
 
(a) 24-slot/28-pole machine 
 
(b) 24-slot/8-pole machine 
Fig.6.5. FEA predicted equal-potential distribution in rotor back-iron. 
Since the slot area prediction for both fixed and variable      is the same,   
  predictions 
in accordance with different Q numbers are the same as shown in TABLE 6-II-III and IV. 
TABLE 6-II. NOMINAL TORQUE DENSITY     FOR EXTERNAL ROTOR SPM MACHINE WITH 
NON-OVERLAPPING WINDING AND      
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TABLE 6-III. NOMINAL TORQUE DENSITY     FOR EXTERNAL ROTOR SPM MACHINE WITH 
NON-OVERLAPPING WINDING AND      
    
           
  
     
  







         




      
 
    
     
      
 
  
               
       
 
    
 
      
  
            
 
      
 
  
         
      
   
    
 
       
  
              
 
   
     
   
  
 
   










    
           
  
     







         
      
 
      
 
      
 
        
     
       
 
      
        
       
  
        
            
 
      
   
      
 
      
   
        
           
 
   
     
   
  
 
       







TABLE 6-IV. NOMINAL TORQUE DENSITY     FOR EXTERNAL ROTOR SPM MACHINE WITH 
OVERLAPPING WINDING AND      
    
           
  
     
  







         




      
 
    
     
      
 
  
               
       
 
    
 
      
  
            
 
      
 
  
         
      
   
    
 
       
  
              
 
   
     
 
  
          










   
 






   
     
         
  
  
               
  
     







         
      
 
      
 
      
 
        
     
       
 
      
        
       
  
        
            
 
      
   
      
 
      
   
        




   
     
 
  
          







   
 






   
     




6.3 FEA Validation 
The comparison between FEA and analytically predicted average torque of the 24-slot/28-
pole and 24-slot/8-pole external rotor PM brushless machines with variable rotor back-iron 
thickness are shown in Fig.6.6(a) and (b), respectively. The analytically predicted optimal 
split ratio agrees with FEA results very well for both machines, although the average torque 
obtained by proposed analytical model is higher than that by FEA due to the simplifications 
in the analytical model, such as neglected leakage flux and armature reaction, etc. It should  
be mentioned that the focus of this paper is to predict the optimal split ratio for a given 
machine envelop dimension. Therefore, although the foregoing simplifications lead to an 
imprecision torque prediction, they do not have a significant effect on optimal split ratio 
determination. The vector potential distributions in both machines having optimal split ratios 
are shown in Fig.6.7. 
 




(b) 24-slot/8-pole machine 
Fig.6.6. Comparison of analytically and FEA predicted average torque variation with split 
ratio where both       and       are equal to 1.8 T.  
 
(a) 24-slot/28-pole machine  
 
(b) 24-slot/8-pole machine 
Fig.6.7. Vector potential distributions of machines having optimal split ratios. 
6.4 Influence of Design Parameters on Split Ratio 
The influence of the combination of slot and pole numbers on optimal split ratio is 
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investigated when the rotor back-iron thickness is either fixed or variable. As can be seen in 
Fig.6.8(a), the optimal split ratio of the machine having variable      exhibit significant 
increase with the variation of pole number than that of the machine having fixed     . Since 
the rotor back-iron thickness decreases as rotor pole pair number increasing, hence the 
optimal split ratio increases proportionally to the rotor pole pair number for variable rotor 
back-iron case. The variation of optimal split ratio of the 3-phase 10-pole machines with the 
slot number is also significant for variable      case, Fig.6.8(b). However, the slot number 
has less influence on optimal split ratio variation in contrast with the pole number. 
 
(a) 3-phase 72-slot machines 
 
(b) 3-phase 10-pole machines 
Fig.6.8. Variation of optimal split ratio in 3-phase 72-slot and 10-pole machines where 
       mm for fixed      case. 
Since the machine design with variable      is more common than that with fixed     , the 
following parameter investigation and FEA validation are focused on analytical model with 
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variable     . Fig.6.9 and Fig.6.10 compare the variation of optimal split ratio with   ,       
and       for the 24-slot/28-pole and 24-slot/8-pole machines, respectively. As can be seen, 
the higher the      , the lower the optimal split ratio due to the reduction of     . In addition, 
the higher the      , the higher the optimal split ratio due to reduction of      for both 
machines. Further, the increase of tooth-tip thickness will result in an increase of optimal split 
ratio. 
 
(a)             
 




(c)          
Fig.6.9. Variation of optimal split ratio with   ,       and       for 24-slot/28-pole 
machine. 
 
(a)             
 




(c)          
Fig.6.10. Variation of optimal split ratio with   ,       and       for 24-slot/8-pole 
machine. 
Moreover, the optimal split ratio for external rotor PM brushless machine having Halbach 
array with fixed rotor back-iron thickness can be directly obtained by adopting equation 
         
                                  
   
 (6.28) 
where, λconv and λHalbach represent the optimal split ratio for conventional pole and Halbach 
array, respectively. The hpm(conv) is the corresponding magnet thickness for optimal λconv, 
while the hpm(Halbach) is the magnet thickness for Halbach array to achieve the same amplitude 
of Bag(λ) for hpm(Conv). It has already been investigated in foregoing chapters that the magnet 
pole having Halbach array can exhibit significant higher Bag than conventional magnet pole 
when magnet thickness is equal to each other, which in turn, means the thinner hpm(Halbach) is 
capable of obtaining the same amplitude of Bag(λ). Consequently, the optimal outer stator 
diameter is increased for external rotor machine having Halbach array to maintain the Bsmax in 
a desired level. For fixed rotor back-iron cases, it can be concluded that external rotor PM 
machine having Halbach array exhibit larger optimal split ratio than conventional pole rotor. 
In general, it is also true for variable rotor back-rion thickness cases, since the self-shielding 
characteristic lead Halbach array to exhibit thinner rotor back-iron than machine having 
conventional pole. 
6.4 Measurement 
The proposed analytical model is validated with experimental measurement on a prototype 
54-slot/60-pole fractional-slot external rotor PM brushless machine having a fixed rotor back-
iron thickness (as required by mechanical consideration) and fixed copper loss (constant 
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thermal condition) for in-wheel traction application as an example. Fig.6.11 shows the 
schematic view of a 54-slot/60-pole fractional-slot external rotor PM brushless machine with 
non-overlapping winding, whose main design parameters are defined in TABLE 6-V. 
 
Fig.6.11. 54-slot/60-pole external rotor surface-mounted PM machine. 
TABLE 6-V MAIN PARAMETER OF PROTOTYPE MOTOR 
Pole number,     60 Slot opening,    (mm) 2.0 
Stator slot number,    54 Air-gap length,    (mm) 0.8 
Tooth-tip height,    (mm) 1.3 Active length,    (mm) 44.1 
Rotor outer diameter,     (mm) 240 Shaft or hub diameter,     (mm) 160 
PM remanence,    (T) 1.2 Maximum flux density,      (T) 1.8 
PM relative permeability,   1.05 Rotor back-iron thickness,      (mm) 3.1 
Copper loss (Pcu) 36.2  
 
Fig.6.12 compares the average torque predicted by FEA and analytical model for the 54-
slot/60-pole PM brushless machine. The analytically predicted optimal split ratio agrees well 
with the FEA result, although it can be noticed that the amplitude of average torque obtained 
by the proposed analytical model is higher than that by FEA, due to the simplifications made 
in the derivation of analytical model, such as neglected leakage flux and armature reaction, 
etc. It should be mentioned that the focus of this paper is to predict the optimal split ratio for 
a given space envelop of the machine. Hence, although the foregoing simplifications which 
lead to an imprecision torque calculation, they do not have a significant effect on the optimal 




Fig.6.12. Comparison of analytically and FEA predicted average torque variation with split 
ratio for 54-slot/60-pole fractional-slot external rotor brushless machine. 
Furthermore, the permanent magnet thickness corresponding to the optimal split ratio is 
equal to 2.79 mm. However, PM thickness of 3 mm exhibits similar average torque, but 
improves the demagnetization withstand capability and also easier to be manufactured. 
Vector potential distribution for the machine having a 3 mm PM thickness and related 
dimensions is shown in Fig.6.13. Moreover, a three phase 54-slot/60-pole prototype machine 
equipped with non-overlapping winding and having main design parameters shown in Table 
I, together with the optimal split ratio of 0.9674 (3 mm PM thickness) and corresponding 
dimensions, viz.         ,            and             by considering the 
required winding packing factor, is shown in Fig.6.14. TABLE 6-VI compares the analytical, 
FEA and measured average torque (The torque is simply measured by fixing a beam to the 
rotor and its one end being rested on a scale. The torque acting on the rotor is transferred to 
the beam and acts on the scale. Hence, the torque is obtained by multiplying the reading from 
the scale with the arm distance. The stator which is fixed in lathe is clamped by an indexing 
head so that the stator can be rotated to an accurate position with respect to the stationary 
rotor.  Since the prototype machine is controlled by Id = 0, then the maximum static torque is 
obtained by rotating the rotor when the stator is fixed in lathe, meanwhile one phase coil is 
connected with a positive DC current while other two phase coils are parallel connected with 




Fig.6.13. Vector potential distribution for 54-slot/60-pole external rotor PM brushless 
machine with 3 mm PM thickness. 
 
(a) Rotor and hub system               (b) Stator with winding 
Fig.6.14. Prototype 54-slot/60-pole external rotor PM brushless machine with proposed 
optimal split ratio and PM thickness. 
TABLE 6-VI COMPARISON OF MEASURED, AND PREDICTED AVERAGE TORQUE 
Analytical FEA Measured 
37.2 Nm 29.4 Nm 27.9 Nm 
6.5 Summary 
The optimal split ratio for both non-overlapping and overlapping winding external rotor PM 
brushless machines have been developed analytically, considering the influence of the fixed 
and variable rotor back-iron thickness, slot and pole combination, curvature effect, tooth-tips, 
and end-winding length. The analytical predictions of optimal split ratios for an overlapping 
and a non-overlapping winding machines have been verified by FEA, and the results matched 
very well. The influence of slot and pole combinations, tooth-tip, and the maximum flux 
density in the stator lamination on the optimal slot ratio is investigated, respectively. The 
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proposed analytical model to predict optimal split ratio is derived based on torque 
maximization. Therefore, it is useful for machine initial design. However, the design 




CHAPTER 7 GENERAL CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Conclusions 
This thesis develops a general analytical model which is capable of predicting the 
electromagnetic performance of slotted/slotless permanent magnet brushless machines with 
both even- and odd-segment Halbach array, having different magnet remanence, 
magnetization angle and arc for each single magnet segment. The developed analytical 
models and corresponding investigations are examined by finite element analyses.  They are 
summarized as follows. 
7.1.1 Developed Analytical Model 
Analytical models are powerful tools for the design and research of PM brushless machines. 
This thesis has developed a package of analytical models, TABLE 7-I, of both high accuracy 
and physical understanding. The developed analytical models are applicable to permanent 
magnet brushless machines having segmented Halbach array and proposed Hat- and T-type 
magnet poles, while an analytical model is developed to predict optimal split ratio for 
external rotor PM machines. Their accuracies have been extensively verified by finite 
element analysis and partially by experimental results. 
TABLE 7-I DEVELOPED ANALYTICAL MODELS 
Chapter Model Papers Features 
2 
2-D field slotless model 
and SDE 
[J] 
Directly predict optimal Rmp for 2-
segment Halbach array 
3 
2-D field model with SD 
method [J] 
General analytical model for 
machine having segmented Halbach 
array 
4 Magnetization vectors [J][J] 
Magnetization vectors for proposed 
Hat- and T-type magnet poles 
5 1-D field model [J][C3][C4] 
Predict optimal split ratio for 
external rotor PM machines 
APPENDIX 
I and II 
LPC Model [C1][C2] 
Brushless claw-pole rotor and stator 
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A. Analytical model of slotless PM brushless machine having 2-segment Halbach array  
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This is developed based on 2-D field slotless model accounting for both radial and parallel 
magnetizations. A simple determination equation is derived by simplifying 2-D field slotless 
model with radial magnetization, which is capable of directly predict the optimal magnet ratio 
Rmp for a 2-segment Halbach array with either radial or parallel magnetization. (Chapter 1) 
B. General 2-D field model with sub-domain method of PM brushless machine having 
segmented Halbach array 
This is developed based on sub-domain method which can account for slotting effect by 
solving governing equations in each sub-domain with the boundary conditions to the 
interfaces between sub-domains. Meanwhile, the magnetization vectors for even and odd 
segment Halbach arrays are deduced and cooperated with developed 2-D field SD model. 
(Chapter 3) 
C. Magnetization vectors of proposed Hat- and T-type magnet poles 
Since the proposed Hat- and T-type magnet poles exhibit non-uniformly distributed air-gap, 
the overall magnetization vectors over one pole pair can be obtained by using superposition 
theory. On the basis of unsymmetrical distributed modular Hat- and T-type magnet poles, the 
magnetization vectors which account for both sine and cosine components are deduced. 
(Chapter 4-5) 
D. Analytical model of optimal split ratio determination for external rotor PM brushless 
machine 
The optimal split ratio for external PM brushless machine having fixed- and variable rotor 
back-iron, non-overlapping and overlapping windings can be predicted by using developed 1-
D field model. (Chapter 6) 
7.1.2 Investigation 
The electromagnetic torque and magnet usage efficiency for between PM brushless machine 
having conventional pole, optimized 2- and 3-segment Halbach arrays and proposed magnet 
poles have been comparatively studied. The influences of design parameters on 
electromagnetic performances are also extensively studied. 
A. Comparison of slotless PM brushless machine having 2-segment Halbach array 
 Parallel magnetized 2-segment Halbach array exhibits higher fundamental air-gap 
flux density than radial magnetized case, especially when the magnet is thick.  
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 Although the optimal magnet ratio Rmp for parallel magnetized 2-segment Halbach 
array is slightly higher than that for radially magnetized 2-segment Halbach array, the 
simple determination equation which is derived based on the radially magnetized 
Halbach array is still capable to predict the optimal Rmp for parallel magnetized case, 
although small but acceptable error may exist. 
 By using proposed simple determination equation, it is found that for maximized 
average torque, the optimal magnet ratio Rmp is only a function of pole pair number, 
magnet thickness, and permeability of permanent magnet. 
 It is found that the thicker the magnet, the smaller the optimal Rmp for machines 
having iron-cored rotor. 
 In contrast to the iron-cored rotor, the optimal magnet ratio Rmp increases as the 
magnet thickness increases for the air-core rotor. 
 The optimal Rmp for the machines having an iron-cored rotor is always greater than 
0.5, while the machines having an air-cored rotor is always lower than 0.5. 
 For a particular case, i.e. when p = 1, the optimal Rmp is constant and equal to 0.5 for 
both iron- and air-cored rotor. 
B. Comparison of globally optimized magnet cylinder having conventional pole, 2- and 3-
segment Halbach array 
 The magnet cylinder having 3-segment Halbach array exhibits significant higher 
fundamental air-gap flux density than the magnet cylinder having conventional pole 
and 2-segment Halbach array, due to increased effective magnet length. 
 The 3-segment Halbach array exhibits the lowest THD value due to improved self-
shielding property. 
B. Comparison of PM brushless machine having conventional pole, 3-segment Halbach 
array, proposed Hat- and T-type magnet pole 
 Machine having T-type magnet pole can exhibit higher ratio of average output 
torque to PM volume than other magnet poles when the rotor pole-pair number 
increases. 
 By adopting T-type magnet pole, the inherent large inter-pole leakage flux is 
significantly reduced in contrast with Hat-type magnet pole and traditional 
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sinusoidal arc and inverse cosine shaping techniques. Therefore, T-type magnet pole 
exhibits great potential to achieve low torque ripple, high electromagnetic torque, 
and low magnet usage simultaneously 
C. Comparison of PM brushless machine having conventional and modular Hat- and T-type 
magnet pole with equal and unequal magnet height. 
 The investigation shows that a modular T-type magnet pole with unequal side-
magnet height and different magnet materials exhibits significant potential to 
achieve low torque ripple, relative high electromagnetic torque, and low NdFeB 
usage simultaneously. Meanwhile, it also presents a high ratio of average 
electromagnetic torque to PM volume in contrast to a conventional 3-segment 
Halbach array and other magnet poles. 
 The modular technique can also reduce the inter-pole leakage flux in the 
conventional Hat-type magnet pole. 
 The optimal magnetization angle is related to the magnet-arc to height ratio, but 
independent of the magnet material. 
 The variation trend of fundamental air-gap flux density with rotor pole pair number 
for the T-type magnet pole is similar to Halbach array, while such trend for the Hat-
type magnet pole is similar to the conventional pole. Therefore, the higher the pole 
pair number, the larger the average torque for the machine having a T-type magnet 
pole will be obtained than the Hat- and conventional pole. 
 With a proper design, the asymmetric distortion in the back-EMF waveform can be 
minimized for the machine having modular Hat- and T-type magnet poles. 
 Due to side-magnet being away from on-load field, both conventional and modular 
Hat-type magnet poles present better demagnetization withstand capability than the 
conventional and modular T-type magnet pole. 
D. Influence of design parameters on optimal split ratio for external rotor PM brushless 
machine. 
 The optimal split ratio of the machine having variable rotor back-iron thickness 
exhibit significant increase with the variation of pole pair number than that of the 
machine having fixed rotor back-iron cases. 
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 Compared with the pole number, the stator slot number has less influence on optimal 
split ratio variation . 
 The higher the amplitude of maximum flux density in the stator tooth, the lower the 
optimal split ratio due to the reduction of stator back-iron thickness. Meanwhile, the 
higher the amplitude of maximum flux density in the rotor lamination, the higher the 
optimal split ratio due to reduction of rotor back-iron thickness.  
 The higher the magnet segment in Halbach array, the higher the optimal split ratio 
will be on the basis of reduced magnet thickness to maintain the same saturation level 
in the stator lamination. 
7.2 Future Work 
Following the research work in this thesis, future research includes: 
 Extending the 2-D field model with SD method accounting for parasitic loss and 
force for PM brushless machine having Hat- and T-type magnet pole. 
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APPENDIX I – ANALYSIS OF CLAW-POLE ROTOR 
BRUSHLESS MACHINE WITH DC EXCITATION BY 
LUMPED-PARAMETER MAGNETIC CIRCUIT MODEL 
Nowadays, the replacement of rare-earth permanent magnet is one of the primary targets to 
enhance the cost-effective design for electrical machines. A claw-pole rotor brushless 
machine with DC excitation is desirable as a magnetless machine because it is reliable, low-
cost, and does not need slip ring etc. However, the inherent 3D structure makes numerical 
analysis very time-consuming. In this paper, a lumped-parameter magnetic circuit model is 
developed to model and design an 18-slot/6-pole claw-pole rotor brushless machine with DC 
excitation, while its validity is examined by using 3D finite-element analysis. The 
optimization is also carried out, together with optimal skew and unequal rotor pole thickness 
I.1 Introduction 
High reliability, high efficiency, and easier mass production of electrical machines have 
been the key objectives of industrial, automotive and domestic applications over the past 
decades. Recently, although the performance of electrical machine is significantly improved 
with the aid of permanent magnets (PM), the rising cost of PM has renewed attention to 
adopting magnetless machines. Hence, considering all of these aspects together with the 
increasing concern of cost-effective design, the claw-pole machine which is one of the oldest 
type three-phase electrical machines [I1] becomes increasingly attractive.  
A typical claw-pole rotor machine consists of a conventional stator which is equipped with 
a three phase overlapping or non-overlapping winding and two sets of claw shaped poles are 
nested to form rotor pole pairs [I2-I4]. The rotor coil is supplied with direct current (DC) via 
a slip ring to produce intrinsic field [I5-I6]. However, the inherent problems of slip ring such 
as poor maintenance-free capability and unreliability lead this construction unfeasible for 
modern design requirements in contrast to machines with PM excitation. Hence, a two-stator 
structure with a claw-pole rotor radially sandwiched between is shown in Fig.I.1, where the 
outer stator is equipped with armature winding, while the inner stator holds a DC excitation 
coil. It is observed that the proposed claw-pole machine exhibits a 3D structure with complex 
flux paths and two air-gap regions which, in turn, makes numerical analysis, such as 3D 
finite-element analysis (FEA), extremely time-consuming. Therefore, a lumped-parameter 
magnetic circuit model (LMC model) is developed to model and design the claw-pole rotor 
brushless machine with DC excitation. The developed LMC model is validated by adopting 
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3D FEA for an 18-slot/6-pole claw-pole rotor machine, while the design parameters and the 
shape of claw-pole are also optimized. 
 
Fig.I.1. Illustration of claw-pole rotor machine. 
I.2 Lumped-Parameter Magnetic Circuit Model 
The basic principle of LMC model is developed by adopting a magnetic circuit which can 
be analogous to electrical circuit, and written as 
     (I.1) 
where Ф, F and P represent flux, magnetomotive force and permeance, respectively. The 
Maxwell equations are used to establish the mathematical expressions of four typical 
permeances which can be used to summarize all kinds of permenaces in electrical machines 
on the basis of material property, cross-section and flux paths. These typical permeances are 
named as the permeance of nonlinear region, tooth to tooth air-gap permeance, slot leakage 
permeance, and permeance of half-cylinder and half-ring, respectively. The detailed 
derivation and expressions of these permeances are elaborately discussed and can be found in 
[I7]. As regards to Kirchhoff’s law, the LMC model of proposed claw-pole rotor machine, 
which has s-stator slot and p-rotor pole, is built and illustrated in Fig.I.2. Furthermore, the 
meaning of each permeance in LMC model are explained as shown in Fig.I.3, where Pbi is the 
permeance of outer stator back-iron, Plt is the permeance outer stator teeth, Pls is the slot 
leakage permeance in outer stator, Psmrn (m is the number of stator tooth, and n is the number 
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of rotor pole) is the air-gap permeance between the stator tooth and rotor pole, Prt is the 
permeance of rotor pole, Prr is the permeance between two adjacent rotor poles, Pfl is the 
leakage permeance of field winding, Per and Pes are the permeance of end plate of rotor and 
stator, Peres is the air-gap permeance between the rotor and inner stator, and Psb is the 
permeance of inner stator back-iron. All of these permeances shown in Fig.I.2-3 can be 
described by adopting one of aforementioned typical permeance whose expressions are given 
in [I7].  
According to the developed LMC model, the node potential is calculated as 
       (I.2) 
where F is the node potential determinant, and the subscript T is the operator of matrix 
transpose. Therefore, by determining the node potentials, all branch magnetic fluxes can be 
subsequently obtained. The developed LMC model is applicable to any slot/pole 
combinations for claw-pole rotor machines, since the modeling and solving are accomplished 
in terms of matrix transformation. Finally, the phase flux linkage (   ), back-EMF (   ) and 
electromagnetic torque (   ) waveform can be easily obtained as 
         (I.3) 
     
    
  
 (I.4) 
    
                
  
 (I.5) 




Fig.I.2. Lumped-parameter magnetic circuit model for claw-pole rotor brushless machine 
with DC excitation. 
 




(b) Permeance of inner stator and rotor 
Fig.I.3. Illustration of permeance in developed lumped-parameter magnetic circuit for claw-
pole rotor brushless machine with DC excitation. 
The FEA model of 18-slot/6-pole claw-pole rotor brushless machine with DC excitation is 
built in consistence with the foregoing developed LMC model, as shown in Fig.I.4 with the 
design parameters list in TABLE I-I. The analytical and FEA predicted phase flux-linkage, 
back-EMF and electromagnetic torque waveforms using both linear and nonlinear magnetic 
properties are compared in Fig.I.5, where reasonable agreements are achieved, especially for 
the average torque.  
TABLE I-I Main Parameters of Prototype Motor 
Number of phases 3 Thickness of rotor pole (end part) 6 mm 
Number of stator slots 18 
Thickness of rotor pole (active 
part) 
5 mm 
Number of rotor poles 6 
Thickness of rotor back-iron (end 
part) 
6 mm 
Outer diameter of outer stator 70 mm Length of rotor  63 mm 
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Inner diameter of outer stator 50 mm Inner airgap length 0.5 mm 
Axial length of outer stator 45 mm Depth of inner stator slot 5 mm 
Outer stator tooth width 3 mm 
Thickness of inner stator back-
iron 
10 mm 
Outer stator back-iron 
thickness 
4 mm Number of turns per phase 72 
Outer stator tooth-tips 
thickness 
1.5 mm Number of turns of field winding 100 
Slot opening of outer stator  3 mm Rated field current 15A 
Outer air-gap length 0.5 mm Rated armature current (peak) 12 A 
Outer diameter of rotor 49 mm Rated speed 3300 rpm 
Distance between two adjacent 
poles 
3 mm 




(a) Claw-pole (b) Field winding 
  
(c) Armature winding (d) Whole machine 







(b) Phase back-EMF, 3300 rpm 
 
(c) Output torque 
Fig.I.5. Comparison of linear and nonlinear lumped-parameter magnetic circuit model and 3D 
FEA predicted phase flux-linkage, phase back-EMF and electromagnetic torque waveforms. 
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I.3 Optimization of Claw-Pole Machine 
In order to minimize the torque ripples, the claw-pole having skewed pole shape is often 
required. On the other hand, since the flux paths are very complicated in claw-pole region, 
the amounts of leakage flux are significant, where the leakage flux, especially the inter-pole 
leakage flux between two neighboring claw-poles and pole-tip to end plate leakage flux are 
dominant. Consequently, both method of skew and unequal rotor pole thickness are applied 
to claw-poles as shown in Fig.I.6. However, in order to reduce the computational time, the 
claw-pole is axially step skewed by 5 steps (n = 5), and in each step, the axial length of claw-
pole (lr) is equally stretched into lr/n. Meanwhile, the corresponding thickness of the claw-
pole (tb) is equal to tb*m/n (m denotes the step sequence, and m = n, n-1,…,1), in Fig.I.6. 
Consequently, the permeances in the rotor region are varied with foregoing geometry 
parameters correspondingly. The 3D FEA model is also made consistent with changes in 
LMC model as shown in Fig.I.7. 
 
(a) Ideal skew 
 
(b) Axially stepped skew 





(a) Axially step skewed rotor (b) Whole machine 
Fig.I.7. Axially step skewed claw-pole rotor with unequal rotor pole thickness in 3D FEA 
model. 
Fig.I.8 shows the variation of phase flux-linkage, back-EMF, fundamental amplitude of 
phase back-EMF, electromagnetic torque, amplitude of average electromagnetic torque and 
corresponding peak-to-peak torque ripple with claw-pole skew angle for the 18-slot/6-pole 
claw-pole rotor brushless machine with DC excitation. It is observed that although skew 
angle equal to 42.5 electrical degree exhibit largest fundamental amplitude of phase back-
EMF, the skew angle equal to 60 electrical degree can exhibit both relative large average 
electromagnetic torque and relative small peak-to-peak torque ripple. Thus, it has been 
chosen as the optimal skew angle. 
Since the leakage flux is the major source to generate negative impact on the claw-pole 
machine performance, the unequal rotor pole thickness is adopted. Based on the foregoing 
optimized skew angle, the top thickness of rotor pole is optimized with the consideration of 
manufacturing tolerance, where 1 mm is selected as the preferable value, in Fig.I.9(a). 
Further, the split ratio is one of the most important design parameters for electrical machines 
and defined as the ratio between rotor and stator outer diameter. Thus, it is optimized when 
the copper loss is fixed and the foregoing optimized parameters are also employed, together 
with fixed rotor pole thickness and inner stator structure. As can be seen in Fig.I.9(b), the 
optimal split ratio is equal to 0.7. Moreover, due to skewed rotor structure, the middle pole-
arc to pole-pitch ratio along machine axial direction is used as the standard for optimization, 
where the electromagnetic torque is maximized when the middle pole-arc to pole-pitch ratio 
is equal to 0.6. Then, the stator tooth width and stator back-iron thickness are optimized in 
order to achieve maximum torque capability, where the optimal result is obtained when stator 
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tooth width and stator back-iron thickness equal to 2.4 mm and 2.0 mm, respectively, in 
Fig.I.10. 
Ultimately, with the aid of optimized design parameters, the electromagnetic torque is 
significantly improved in contrast to the original designed 18-slot/6-pole claw-pole rotor 
brushless machine with DC excitation, in Fig.I.11. However, it should be mentioned that the 
developed LMC model can be coupled with more powerful global optimization methods, e.g. 
the genetic algorithm and evolutionary algorithm [I6], to obtain more precise optimal results. 
 
(a) Phase flux-linkage 
 




(c) Fundamental amplitude of phase back-EMF 
 
(d) Electromagnetic torque 
 
(e) Average electromagnetic torque and corresponding peak-to-peak torque ripple 
Fig.I.8. Variation of phase flux-linkage, back-EMF, fundamental amplitude of phase back-
EMF, electromagnetic torque, amplitude of average electromagnetic torque and 
corresponding peak-to-peak ripple with claw-pole skew angle for 18-slot/6-pole claw-pole 




(a) Top thickness of rotor pole 
 
(b) Split ratio 
 
(c) Pole-arc to pole-pitch ratio 
Fig.I.9. Optimization of electromagnetic torque with variation of top thickness of rotor pole, 
split ratio, and pole-arc to pole-pitch ratio for 18-slot/6-pole claw-pole rotor brushless 





Fig.I.10. Optimization of electromagnetic torque with variation of stator tooth width and 
stator back-iron for 18-slot/6-pole claw-pole rotor machine with DC excitation. 
 
Fig.I.11. Comparison of original and optimized 18-slot/6-pole claw-pole rotor brushless 
machine with DC excitation. 
I.4 Further FEA Validation 
The capability of modeling claw-pole machine having skew and unequal rotor pole 
thickness for developed LMC model is validated by 3D FEA with the foregoing local 
optimized 18-slot/6-pole claw-pole rotor brushless machine with DC excitation. The 
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analytical and 3D FEA predicted phase flux-linkage, back-EMF and electromagnetic torque 
waveforms are compared and good agreement is obtained, Fig.I.12. The 3D FEA predicted 
flux density distribution in the original and optimized claw-pole regions are shown in Fig.I.13. 
 
(a) Phase flux-linkage 
 




(c) Electromagnetic torque 
Fig.I.12. Comparison of analytical and 3D FEA predicted phase flux-linkage, back-EMF, and 
electromagnetic torque waveforms for local optimized 18-slot/6-pole claw-pole rotor 




(a) Original claw-pole (b) Modified claw-pole 





In this appendix, a claw-pole rotor brushless machine with DC excitation is described with 
two (outer and inner) stators and one middle claw-pole rotor structure. Thus, the inherent 
problem of slip ring is eliminated. In order to fast optimize the 18-slot/6-pole claw-pole rotor 
brushless machine with DC excitation, a lumped-parameter magnetic circuit model is 
developed, while its validity is examined by 3D finite-element analysis. The overall 
optimized machine with the adoption of skew and unequal pole thickness exhibits significant 
improvement in terms of electromagnetic torque waveform. 
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APPENDIX II – ANALYTICAL MODELLING OF CLAW-
POLE STATOR SPM BRUSHLESS MACHINE HAVING SMC 
STATOR CORE 
Since the claw-pole machines can exhibit a number of attractive features, they have been 
widely applied to automotive and domestic markets. Nowadays, with the development of 
rare-earth permanent magnet (PM) and powder metallurgy techniques, high performance and 
cost-effective design of a multiphase claw-pole stator SPM brushless machine becomes 
achievable. However, the inherent 3D structure makes finite-element analysis very time-
consuming. Thus, a lumped-parameter magnetic circuit model is developed and validated by 
3D finite element analysis in this appendix to design 3-phase 10-pole claw-pole stator 
surface-mounted PM brushless machine having soft magnetic composite made stator core. A 
prototype machine is built and tested in accordance with analytically optimized overall design 
parameters 
B.1 Introduction 
Easier mass production, high reliability, and low cost, etc. are among some attractive 
features of claw-pole machines. Consequently, claw-pole machines are widely applied to 
automotive and domestic markets since they were firstly commercialized in 1891 [II1]. 
Nowadays, the incorporation of rare-earth permanent magnet (PM) and powder metallurgy 
techniques (PMT) leads cost-effective design to be a substantial challenge and opportunity 
for continuously developing high performance claw-pole machines.  
Generally, the claw shaped pole structure can be adopted in either stator or rotor, i.e. the 
claw-pole rotor and claw-pole stator machines. A typical claw-pole rotor machine consists of 
a conventional stator which is equipped with a multiphase overlapping or non-overlapping 
winding and two sets of claw-pole are nested to form rotor pole pairs [II2-4]. The ring PM or 
rotor coil, which is supplied with direct current (DC) via a slip ring to produce intrinsic field 
[II5-6], is embedded beneath the claw-poles. On the other hand, the claw-pole stator machine 
exhibits a conventional surface-mounted PM (SPM) rotor, while the stator is formed by two 
sets of claw-pole, together with a stator coil inside it to produce armature field, in Fig.II.1. 
The multiphase structure can be easily realized by connecting several single phase claw-pole 
stators with shifted electrical degree by means of ‘star-of-slot’ [7]. In contrast to claw-pole 
rotor machine, the claw-pole stator is manufactured with soft magnetic composite (SMC) 
material by using PMT, where the stator parts can be compacted in a mold into desired shape, 
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with minimal, if any, further machining [II8-12]. Thus, the cost for mass production is very 
low. Since the iron particles are insulated from each other due to the usage of adhesive for 
composite bonding, the eddy-current loss is significantly reduced for claw-pole stator 
machine. Moreover, the abandoned slip ring and end-winding makes it even more attractive 
for high performance applications. However, the design of multiphase claw-pole stator 
machine having such complex 3D structure by using finite-element analysis (FEA) is very 
complicated and time-consuming. Therefore, a lumped-parameter magnetic circuit model 
(LMC model) is developed to model and design the multiphase claw-pole stator SPM 
brushless machine. The developed LMC model is validated by adopting 3D FEA for a 10-
pole claw-pole stator machine, while the design parameters and the shape of the claw-pole, 
plus unequal pole thickness are also optimized. A prototype machine is constructed and the 
measured results exhibit good agreement with LMC model predicted results. 
 
(a) One-phase claw-pole stator 
 
(b) Three-phase claw-pole stator SPM brushless machine 
Fig.II.1. Illustration of three-phase claw-pole stator SPM brushless machine. 
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B.2 Lumped Parameter Magnetic Circuit Model 
The basic principle of LMC model is developed by adopting a magnetic circuit and written 
as 
     (II.1) 
where Ф, F and P represent flux, magnetomotive force and permeance, respectively. The 
Maxwell equations are adopted to establish the mathematical expressions of four typical 
permeances which can be used to describe all kinds of permenaces in electrical machine in 
accordance with material nonlinearity, geometries and flux paths. These typical permeances 
are named as the permeance of nonlinear region, tooth to tooth air-gap permeance, slot 
leakage permeance, and permeance of half-cylinder and half-ring, respectively. The detail 
derivation and expressions of these permeances are elaborately discussed and can be found in 
[II13]. By adopting Kirchhoff’s law, the LMC model of proposed claw-pole stator SPM 
brushless machine, which has s-stator slot and p-rotor pole, is built and illustrated in Fig.II.2, 
where Psb is the permeance of stator back-iron, Pes is the permeance of end-plate of stator, Per 
is the permeance of end-plate of claw-pole, Perl is the leakage permeance between end-plate 
of claw-pole, Psc is the permeance of claw-pole, Pscl is the leakage permeance between two 
neighboring claw-pole, Pfl is the leakage permeance of field winding, Peres is the air-gap 
permeance between the rotor and inner stator, Prpl is the leakage permeance between two 
neighboring rotor pole, Ppmr is the permeance of PM, and Pbi is the permeance of rotor back-
iron. All of these permeances in developed LMC model can be calculated by adopting one of 
aforementioned four typical permeances whose expressions are given in [II13].  
Furthermore, the node potential in LMC model is calculated as 
       (II.2) 
where F is the node potential determinant, and the subscript T is the operator of matrix 
transpose. By solving the node potentials, all branch magnetic fluxes can be subsequently 
obtained. The developed LMC model is applicable to any slot/pole combination for claw-pole 
stator SPM brushless machines, since the modeling and solving are accomplished in terms of 
matrix transformation. Ultimately, the phase flux linkage (    ), back-EMF (   ) and 
electromagnetic torque (   ) waveform can be easily obtained as 
         (II.3) 
     





    
                
  
 (II.5) 
where N is the number of turns and ωr is the mechanical angular speed. 
On the other hand, the complex 3D structure of claw-pole stator causes significant amounts 
of leakage flux, where the inter-pole and pole-tip to end-plate leakage flux are dominating. 
Therefore, both methods of skew and unequal claw-pole thickness, in Fig.II.3(a), are often 
required and applicable to reduce torque ripples and leakage fluxes. However, in order to 
reduce the computational time, the claw-pole stator is axially step skewed by 5 steps (n = 5), 
and in each step, the axial length of claw-pole (lr) is equally stretched into lr/n, while the tip 
pole thickness (tt) is equal to tb*m/n (m represents the step sequence, and m = n, n-1,…,1), in 
Fig.II.3(b). Further, the permeances in the claw-pole stator region are varied with foregoing 
geometry parameters correspondingly. The 3D FEA model is also consistent with changes in 
LMC model as shown in Fig.II.4 for a 10-pole claw-pole stator SPM brushless machine with 
design parameters listed in TABLE II-I. The analytical and 3D FEA predicted phase back-
EMF and electromagnetic waveforms are compared as shown in Fig.II.5, where good 




Fig.II.2. Illustration of lumped circuit model. 
 




(b) Axially stepped skew 
Fig.II.3. Parameters for claw-pole having skew and unequal claw-pole thickness. 
 
Fig.II.4. Schematic view of claw-pole stator SPM brushless machine having step skew and 
unequal pole thickness in 3D FEA model with one phase  
TABLE II-I Main Parameter of Prototype Motor 
Number of phases 3 Stator pole thickness 5 mm 
Number of stator poles (same 
as number of rotor poles) 
10 
Stator middle pole-arc to pole-
pitch ratio  
0.6 
Outer diameter of outer stator 70 mm Air-gap length 0.5 mm 
Inner diameter of outer stator 39.5 mm Thickness of magnets 4 mm 
Split ratio 0.55 Magnet remanence 0.4 T 
Axial length of one segment 
stator 
20 mm Relative PM permeability 1.05 
Axial length of rotor 20×3=60 mm Number of turns per phase 72 
Stator back-iron thickness 3 mm Rated armature current (peak) 12 A 






(a) Phase back-EMF, 3300 rpm 
 
(b) Electromagnetic torque 
Fig.II.5. Comparison of lumped-parameter magnetic circuit model and 3D FEA predicted 
phase flux-linkage, back-EMF and electromagnetic torque waveforms for 3-phase 10-pole 
claw-pole stator SPM brushless machine. 
B.3 Optimization of Design Parameters 
In contrast to initial design, a high performance NdFeB magnet (Br = 1.2T, μr = 1.05) is 
used instead of low performance ferrite magnet. The design parameters for prototype 10-pole 
claw-pole stator SPM brushless machine are optimized based on electromagnetic torque 
maximization. However, due to increased saturation condition, a denser stepped skew where 
n = 20 is used. Since the leakage flux cause significant electromagnetic performance 
degradation, the methods of skew and unequal claw-pole thickness are firstly optimized. As 
can be seen in Fig.II.6(a), skew angle of 60 electrical degree exhibits the highest average 
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electromagnetic torque but meanwhile presents relative low peak-to-peak torque ripple. Thus, 
it is chosen as the optimal value. Based on this optimal skew angle, the claw-pole tip 
thickness (tt) is optimized to reduce the pole tip to end-plate and inter-pole leakage fluxes, 
where, tt = 1.0 mm achieves the maximum torque. Furthermore, the split ratio is one of the 
most important design parameter which can be defined as the ratio between rotor and stator 
outer diameters is also optimized as 0.5 by determining the maximum torque with foregoing 
optimized design parameters and fixed copper loss condition. Similarly, the optimal middle 
pole-arc to pole-pitch ratio (0.6), stator end-plate thickness (3.5 mm), and stator back-iron 
thickness (2.5 mm) are determined, respectively.  
 
(a) skew angle optimization 
 
(b) Rotor pole tip thickness optimization 
Fig.II.6. Variation of electromagnetic torque with skew angle and rotor pole tip thickness for 
10-pole claw-pole stator SPM brushless machine. 
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B.4 Experimental Validation 
A prototype three phase 10-pole claw-pole stator SPM brushless machine is built by 
employing the foregoing optimized design parameters. Fig.II.7(a) shows one set of SMC 
claw-pole stator which is made by compacting SMC material in a mold. A final assembled 
three phase claw-pole stator machine is shown in Fig.II.7(b) with the mechanical drawing to 
illustrate its inside structure, in Fig.II.7(c).  
Fig.II.8 compares the analytically predicted and measured phase back-EMF and 
electromagnetic torque, where good agreement is obtained. 
 
(a) One set of SMC claw-pole stator  
 




(c) Mechanical drawing of prototype machine 
Fig.II.7. Prototype 10-pole claw-pole stator SPM brushless machine  
 
(a) Phase back-EMF, 3300 rpm 
 
(b) Electromagnetic torque 
Fig.II.8. Comparison of analytically predicted and measured phase back-EMF and 




In this appendix, a three phase claw-pole stator surface-mounted PM brushless machine 
with soft magnetic composite stator core is described. Due to the inherent 3D structure, a 
lumped-parameter magnetic circuit model is developed and validated by 3D FEA to design 
and optimize a three phase 10-pole claw-pole stator machine. A prototype machine is also 
built based on overall optimized design parameters, while good agreement is achieved 
between the measured and analytically predicted results. 
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APPENDIX III – SUB-DOMAIN ANALYTICAL MODEL 
The developed 2-D field model with sub-domain method is exactly based on [III1]. 
Some assumptions are made in order to simplify the problem as follows: (1) Ideal spoke-
like slot shapes as shown in Fig.III.1; (2) Infinite permeability of stator/rotor iron; (3) 
Neglected end effect; (4) Non-conductive magnet material; (5) Radial or parallel 
magnetization; (6) Linear demagnetization characteristics of magnet. 
 
Fig.III.1. Symbols and three types of sub-regions. 
As can be seen in Fig.III.1, the whole domain of the field problem can be divided into three 
types of sub-domains, viz. magnet (Region 1), air-gap (Region 2), and stator slots (Region 3i, 
i=1,2, …,Ns.). The general expressions of the scalar potential distributions in polar 
coordinates can be expressed by [7, 72]: 
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(III.2) 
for Region 1, and 
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for Region 2, and [72] 
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        
  (III.4) 
for i
th
 slot, Region 3i, where k, m are the harmonic orders, Rsb is the radius of the slot bottom, 
A1(k)-D1(k), A2(k)-D2(k), and C3i(m) are coefficients to be determined by the boundary 
conditions, αi is the position of the i
th
 slot, boa is the slot opening angle corresponding to the 

















and the magnetization of magnets can be expressed by [III2][III3]: 
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For radial magnetization: 
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0 / 1,  3, 5,kM k p  
 
(III.18) 
For parallel magnetization: 
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where Br is residual flux density of magnet and αp is pole-arc to pole-pitch ratio, ωr is the 
rotor rotational speed, α0 is the rotor initial position, p is the number of pole pairs. It should 
be noted that k=1 is a singular point of A2k in (III.22). Although the expression of A2k when 
k=1 is not given, the limit of A2k when k→1, which is the value of A2k(k=1), can be easily 
derived. This method will be used for all singular cases in the following discussion. 
According to (III.3), the scalar potential on the surface of the stator bore is: 
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Moreover, according to (III.4), the scalar potential on the surface of the stator bore can 
also be expressed as: 
 3 3 sin
2s
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s i r R i m m i
m
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C m F    
  
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  
  (III.24) 
for αi-boa/2≤α≤αi+boa/2, and for others: 
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Thus, according to continuity condition:  
2 sr R s
    (III.27) 
In order to solve (III.27), s  can be expanded into Fourier series as: 
       cos sins stator stator
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where 
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(III.34) 
Then, according to (III.23)-(III.30), the following equation set can be obtained: 
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It should be noted that the integration constants of the governing function in the airgap, A2, 
B2, C2, and D2, are related with the scalar potential distributions of all slots by the sum 
operation as seen from (III.35), which shows the essence of the exact sub-domain model. 
By employing the boundary conditions of infinite permeability of rotor yoke and of 
continuous scalar potential and radial flux density at r=Rm, the harmonic coefficient of 2  can 
be derived: 
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Thus, the problem becomes how to calculate the harmonic coefficient C3i(m) of 3i . For 
this problem, another boundary condition can be applied - that the radial component flux 
density at stator slot opening should be continuous. 
According to (III.4), the radial component flux density at the i
th
 slot opening is expressed 
by: 
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where 
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 (III.61) 
According to (III.3), the radial component flux density at the stator bore is also expressed 
by: 
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In order to solve (III.63), the right term, B2r|r=Rs is expanded into Fourier series over the i
th 
slot opening: 
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Thus, by solving (III.63), the following relationship can be obtained: 
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According to (III.36)-(III.39), the following equation set can be derived: 
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where for the internal rotor machine: 
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and for the external rotor machine: 
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(III.75) 
From (III.68) and (III.69), the harmonic coefficient C3i(m) can be obtained by solving: 
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where j=1,2,3…,M, l=1,2,3..., Ns, M is the highest harmonic order of scalar potential 





 T T3i si si sl 3l si sl 3lδC = Y - P η χC - Q ξ χC  (III.77) 
Where 
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(III.85) 
     1 1 1 11 , 2 , ,
T
G G G N   G  (III.86) 
     2 2 2 21 , 2 , ,
T
G G G N   G  (III.87) 
si si
P = σ Kλ
 (III.88) 
si si
Q = τ Kλ  (III.89) 
      1 , 2 , ,diag N  λ  (III.90) 
 1 2, , , Mdiag   χ  (III.91) 
Again, (III.77) shows that the scalar potential distributions of all slots are coupled together. 
They need to be solved simultaneously to completely account for the influence between slots. 
However, it will be shown later that if the influence between slots is simplified, (III.77) will 
also be simplified to account for the slot individually and the model becomes essentially the 
same as the model in the previous sub-domain model based on one slot/pole. 
Equation (III.77) can be rewritten as: 
T T
t 3t st st st t 3t st st t 3t
δ C = Y - P η χ C -Q ξ χ C  (III.92) 
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Thus, the coefficient C3t(m) can be obtained as 
 
1
  T T
3t t st st t st st t st
C δ P η χ Q ξ χ Y  (III.103) 
However, C3t is difficult to calculate numerically because it can cause overflow. In order 
to ease numerical computation, the following variable is introduced: 
et t 3t
C = χ C  (III.104) 
viz. 
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where 
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Thus, the left term of (III.77) can be expressed as: 
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 elements needs to be solved, while a matrix with K
2
 elements needs to be 
inversed in the model in [III4]. 
The harmonics of scalar potential distribution along the slot openings, (III.29) and (III.30), 
can be rewritten as: 
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Thus, the airgap flux density can be expressed by: 
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where for the internal rotor machine: 
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Similarly, the flux density in the magnets can be obtained: 
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(III.132) 
where B1r-slotless and B1α-slotless are the flux densities identical to those in the corresponding 
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The flux density in the each slot can be given by: 
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